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PRAGMATIC BEHAVIORS AND COMPETENCY LEVELS OF
TYPICALLY DEVELOPING AND HIGH RISK
AFRICAN AMERICAN PRESCHOOLERS
Jennifer Dodd, M.A.
Western Michigan University, 2001
The pragmatic behaviors and competency levels of typically developing (TD)
and high risk (HR) African American preschool children were assessed through the
use of the Pragmatic Coding System (PCS, Hyter & Dodd, 1999). Ten children were
videotaped within two play settings (i.e., dramatic play and manipulative toy play)
for a total of twenty minutes. Results indicated that TD and HR children used the
same types of pragmatic behaviors in both play settings. Frequency differences,
however, were found between the two groups. Typically developing children
produced a significantly greater number of initiations, total responses, multiword
responses, one word responses, no responses, and comments. Play setting differences
revealed that HR children produced significantly fewer initiations, comments, and
protests during manipulative toy play and fewer comments, yes/no responses, one
word responses, and multiword responses during dramatic play.
Pragmatic competency levels were assessed on a three-point scale. Results
indicated a significantly lower overall score for the high risk children for combined
play settings. These children also received a lower score for manipulative play but
scored equally well as their typically developing peers during dramatic play.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Over the last several decades a theoretical shift has occurred in the field of
speech-language pathology from a structuralist to a functionalist perspective of
language acquisition. Structuralists focus on identifying and describing the invariant
processes of language (i.e., structures) to explain observable behavior (i.e., language).
The current functionalist perspective focuses on establishing connections between
contextual variables and language, placing emphasis on the pragmatic aspects of
language and the context in which communication occurs (Berko Gleason, 1997).
Much credit for this current approach is given to Bates (1976), who defined
pragmatics as "the rules governing the use of language in context" (p. 420). Through
this shift, the pragmatic aspect of language has been elevated to a more prominent
position as an important aspect in language acquisition. Once thought of as "that
other component" of language, many theorists now think it to be the component
through which both form and content should be viewed. From this perspective, all
language is considered pragmatic (Bates, 1976).
Pragmatic skills relate to how effectively one can use his or her language
skills to participate in communicative interactions within specific contexts.
Inadequate social language skills can have a negative and lasting impact on a child's
social, academic, and communicative development (Rice, 1993). Research
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shows that children with speech and language impairments may be less responsive,
less assertive, and limited in the type or variety of pragmatic behaviors they exhibit
(Fey & Leonard, 1983). Studies also suggest that children with language
impairments use the same types of pragmatic behaviors, but differ in the frequency of
use, demonstrating qualitative differences (Prutting & Kirchner, 1983). They are
known to have an increased number of inappropriate interactions, to initiate more to
adults than peers, to shorten their responses, and to have their initiations ignored by
others (Rice, Sell, Hadley, 1991). In addition, children with limited pragmatic skills
may exhibit social, cognitive, or linguistic deficits that inhibit their ability to
participate appropriately in a variety of communicative contexts (Prutting &
Kirchner, 1983).
One important context for language and social development during the
preschool years is play. Studies show that children with language impairments
exhibit less developed symbolic play skills than do children with typically developing
language abilities (Rescorla & Goossens, 1992). As a child develops, sociodramatic
play becomes increasingly more dependent on language abilities (Westby, 1995). If
language is delayed, the child's level of play becomes restricted.
Statement of the Problem
The majority of what is known about pragmatic language development has
been gained from studies conducted on middle-class, European American children.
Unfortunately, little is known about pragmatic language development of children
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from culturally and linguistically diverse (CLD) backgrounds (Vaughn-Cooke,
1996). The need for more information regarding the pragmatic behaviors of culturally
diverse children is becoming increasingly necessary as demographic changes predict
that by 2050 more than half of the nation's population will be comprised of what are
referred to as "minority" populations (Campbell & Taylor, 1992). Many of these
children are considered "educationally at risk" and have been overrepresented in
special education placements due to, in part, low academic achievement and poor
performance on standardized tests (Pefia, Quinn, & Iglesias, 1992; MacMillan &
Reschly, 1998; Taylor & Garrett, 1996).
One reason for such poor test performance of African American children
when compared to European Americans relates to language use differences that
reflect performance in the test environment and which may affect outcomes (Lewnau,
1986; Pefia & Quinn, 1997). For example, the rehearsal of facts in question-answer
routines (e.g., "What's that?") in parent-child dyads is not similarly frequent or
valued across cultural groups. Also, interactional styles in mother-child dyads have
been found to differ in Latino and African American families when compared to
European American families (Pena, Iglesias & Quinn, 1992).
Differences in language use patterns among parent-child interactions appear
to reflect language use differences in peer interactions among African American
children (Offord-Powell, 1998). However, similarities between African American
and European American children also exist. For example, a few studies describing
the tum-taking skills of African American preschoolers showed a similar pattern
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when compared with European American children with the exception ofmale
assertiveness in mixed dyads (Washington & Craig, 1986; Williams-Crossen, 1998;
Offord-Powell, 1998). African American males did not have more interruptions in
mixed dyads as is reported for European Americans (Offord-Powell, 1998).
Differences in language content and use have also been found for African
American toddlers (Kincade-Blake, 1984). Content differences were noted in the
frequency ofcertain semantic relations with African American children expressing
wants and needs earlier and more often than European American children. These
frequency differences with regard to language content, it was felt, reflected a
culturally different pattern oflanguage use in that African Americans reportedly talk
more about personal and interpersonal knowledge rather than a more factive,
objective orientation reportedly used by European Americans.
Many studies ofthe pragmatic behaviors ofAfrican American children have
focused on describing the typically developing child. One study, however, described
the pragmatic behavior ofa language impaired African American child who showed a
deviant pattern oflanguage use (Stockman, 1996). This child used fewer and
different functions, produced fewer initiations, but had a similar number ofresponses
when compared to the typically developing African American children.
While there is a growing body ofliterature supporting language use
differences between European and African American children, research is still
limited. More information is needed to accurately describe the pragmatic skills of
typically developing and language impaired African American children as such

.

findings may help prevent inaccurate diagnoses and problems related to under or
overreferral of these children.
Purpose of the Current Study
Studies show that European American children with pragmatic impairment
are at risk for social, academic, and communicative failure. They may be limited in
the type, variety, and/or frequency of pragmatic behaviors used, may prefer to initiate
with adults, shorten their responses, and may have their initiations ignored by others.
Less is known about the pragmatic behaviors of typically developing and language
impaired African American children. With the exception of one study (i.e.,
Stockman, 1996), current research of African American children has focused on
describing the pragmatic behaviors of the typically developing child. Although this
is a vital aspect of language research, information concerning the pragmatic behavior
of language impaired children would also aide in the diagnosis of disorder. Within
race comparisons would be beneficial in differentiating language normal and deviant
or delayed skills. In addition, quantification of normal and disordered behaviors has
not been addressed. Establishing a reliable scoring system for assessing pragmatic
language abilities may aid in diagnosing the severity of a child's pragmatic deficit.
Finally, studies on the pragmatic language development of children that allow
them to interact with a variety of partners in multiple play contexts are not abundant
in the current literature. Research suggests that contextual variables such as the play
environment and communication partner can influence a child's performance (Rice,
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Sell, & Hadley, 1991). With an increase in knowledge, it is hoped that culturally
sensitive assessment and intervention protocols will increase accurate identification
and promote appropriate therapy techniques.
Research Questions
The current research project was designed to describe the pragmatic behaviors
of African American preschool children, and then to answer the following questions:
1.

Do typically developing (TD) and high risk (HR) children exhibit differences
in the types of pragmatic behaviors produced when high risk children are
defined as those for whom language analyses scores are below age
expectations?

2.

Do TD and HR children exhibit differences in the pragmatic competency
levels of these pragmatic behaviors? In other words, how effectively do the
children use pragmatic behaviors to facilitate communicative interactions with
their peers and adults in the preschool classroom environment?

3.

Do TD and HR children exhibit differences with respect to the types of
pragmatic behaviors and/or pragmatic competency levels produced across
play settings (i.e., dramatic play versus manipulative play)?

CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The review ofthe literature includes a definition ofpragmatics; its evolution
in language theory, a discussion ofpragmatic language models, and research efforts
focusing on typically developing and language impaired children. Specific attention
will be given to research on the pragmatic language skills ofAfrican American
children.
Pragmatic Language and its Theoretical Basis
Pragmatics is described as one ofthree components oflanguage; the other
two being form (syntax, morphology, and phonology) and content (semantics). Bates
(1976) defined pragmatics as the "rules governing the use oflanguage in context" (p.
420). Pragmatics is concerned with "how a child learns to receive and transmit
information for useful purposes in real-life situations" (Van Riper & Emerick, 1990,
p. 117). These definitions imply that knowledge oflanguage form and content are
not enough to communicate effectively. One must also be knowledgeable oftheir use
within a specific context to be considered a competent communicator. The
integration ofthese three components (form, content, and use working together) is
considered knowledge oflanguage or language competence (Bloom & Lahey, 1978).
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Although pragmatics has been considered a component of language for some
time, its importance in the theory of language acquisition, which guides research and
influences assessment and intervention protocols, has evolved over the years. As
discussed by Bates (1976), early language acquisition theories focused primarily on
syntactic and semantic properties. One of the most notable theorist, Noam Chomsky,
developed the theory of transformational generative grammar (TGG) which prevailed
until the late 1960's. Transformational generative grammar, a syntax-based theory,
placed little weight on context or semantics. Chomsky believed that human beings
are born with an innate ability to acquire syntactical forms. These forms are then
manipulated to enable a child to learn and use an unlimited number of unique
sentences.
In the late 1960's and early 1970's, however, frustration with a purely syntax
based theory prompted psychologists like Schlesinger (1971) and Sinclair (as cited in
Bates, 1976) who were interested in the links between language and cognition to
investigate a more semantic approach to language acquisition. At about the same
time, linguists such as Filmore (1968) and McCawley (1968) who were schooled in
Chomsky's transformational generative grammar theory, began to seek alternative
answers to inadequacies within his theory. Working independently, both
psychologists and linguists developed a more semantic-based theory of language
acquisition called generative semantics using Chomsky's model of deep and surface
structures. Instead of Chomsky's noun-verb phrase markers, generative semanticians
identified semantic intention markers such as agent, action, and receiver of action.
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These research efforts into the semantic development of language seemed to offer the
connection between language and cognition that psychologists were looking for.
They saw semantic intention markers (agent+ action) as meaning• structures which
related to Piaget's theory of cognitive development. Schlesinger (as cited in Bates,
1976) came to believe that "early syntactics was essentially early semantics, which,
in tum, was early cognition" (p. 415).
Before long, generative semanticians began to develop a formalized semantic
system which would include as much information about meaning as possible. With
this refocusing, however, researchers came to realize that more information about the
context of an utterance was necessary to determine the meaning of the utterance. For
example, the utterance, "Nice shirt!" can be interpreted as a simple comment or a
sarcastic remark intended to tease the wearer. Thus, more and more emphasis began
to be focused on the context in which language is being used. This emphasis resulted
in a theoretical shift toward a pragmatic model of language acquisition (Craig, 1983).
Bates (1976) believed that pragmatics is the overarching component of
language through which both form and content should be viewed. She argued that
"all language is pragmatic to begin with. We choose our meanings to fit contexts and
build our meanings onto those contexts in such a way that the two are inseparable...
According to this view, every act involved in the construction of meaning is in itself
a pragmatic act" (p. 420). This perspective promoted a surge of interest and
importance placed on pragmatics, increasing research efforts in this area in the past
several decades.
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Pragmatic Models
The increase in pragmatic research has lead to the emergence of pragmatic
language models. These models have provided the beginnings of a foundation on
which to build a theoretical framework for understanding pragmatics, the role it plays
in communication and language acquisition, and the direction of continued research
efforts. Regarding pragmatic language models, Gallagher (1990) wrote:
"the goal. .. is to characterize communicative competence. In general,
communicative competence reflects complex interrelationships among
three types of knowledge: language structural knowledge (knowledge
of the language code), presuppositional knowledge (the ability to
make appropriate judgments about the form an utterance must take to
adequately communicate the speaker's intent), and conversational
knowledge (knowledge of the discourse rules governing conversation
in the speaker's society). This perspective, a functionalist perspective,
focuses on language as it is used for communication purposes.
Language within this framework, is a type of social behavior" (p. 3).
Gallagher's (1990) reference to pragmatic language models within the
functionalist perspective is important in that it includes a social component in its
definition of language. Charles Van Riper, one of the most prominent figures in the
field of speech-language pathology, included a social element (a person's
maladjustment to his environment) in his definition of speech and language disorders
(Gallagher, 1990). Prutting (1982) suggested that a person's social identity is what is
often affected when a speech, language, or hearing disorder is present. This view of
language as a social behavior, the functionalist approach, was a shift in defining
language from "a set of structures," like those of form and content, to viewing
"language as an instrument for social interaction" (Prutting, 1982, pp. 124-125). The
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result of viewing language through this functionalist perspective is that it placed
pragmatics and context in the foreground. In this view, pragmatics is no longer the
"stepsister" of more important components of language but a critical aspect through
which the other two components can be understood.
Prutting and Kirchner (1987) described three pragmatic models. One is the
pragmatics-as-separate interpretation where the three components of language are
treated as separate from one another. This model, espoused by Chomsky, focused
solely on the syntactic components of language. This model is also associated with
Bloom and Lahey who described the components of language with their well-known
Venn diagram. Prutting and Kirchner acknowledged that Bloom and Lahey
emphasized the intersection of the three components. However, upon closer
examination of Bloom and Lahey's efforts to define language it seems evident that
the separateness of each component is solely for the purpose of attempting to
describe language and that they believe the intersection of all three components
constitutes language (Bloom & Lahey, 1978). In addition, Nelson (1998) credited
Bloom for emphasizing an integrated approach to language assessment and
intervention. She wrote that Bloom "pointed out that clinical techniques based on
unidimensional aspects of linguistic theory ... were limited and even distorted by their
lack of contextual information" (p. 52).
The second interpretation is the pragmatics-as-perspective model, which is
most closely associated with Bates (1976). Bates believes that the context in which
language is used puts constraints on its form and content. Therefore, to best
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understand the content and form of an utterance, one must look at the context in
which it is used. Within this model, Bates described four types of pragmatic
structures: (1) performatives - the speaker's intentions, (2) propositions - the words
used to express the speaker's intentions, (3) presuppositions - what the speaker
chooses to or not to say (what the speaker assumes the listener already knows), and
.,
(4) conversational postulates
- the agreed upon rules of discourse (Miller, 1978).

The third interpretation is that used by Prutting and Kirchner (1987) and is
J'.

labeled pragmatics-as-cause-effect. In this interpretation, the focus is on the impact
or effects linguistic and/or cognitive deficits have on the communicative interaction.
This interpretation relies on the "notion of appropriateness." That is, Prutting and
Kirchner considered pragmatic skills to be appropriate if they facilitated the
communicative interaction or were neutral. Pragmatic language skills were deemed
inappropriate if they detracted from the communicative interaction or punished the
speaker. It is interesting to note here that historically, "pragmatics stems from the

.

-. James.
:,
writings, published at the tum of the century, by C. S. Pierce and William
They postulated that to find the meaning of an idea, you must examine the
consequences to which it leads in action" (Van Riper & Emerick, 1990, p. 117). This
early postulation appears to support Prutting and Kirchner's pragmatics-as-cause
effect model.
The fact that there are three models does not suggest that they are mutually
exclusive or that one model is superior to another. They are simply three different
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ways of viewing pragmatics. Use of one model over another may depend on the
focus of one's research and the types of questions being asked.
Difficulties with Pragmatic Research Efforts
While pragmatic research has come to the forefront in recent years, it has not
been without difficulties. Much of the problem appears to be the "lack of a coherent
theoretical framework" from which to base sound methodology (McTear, 1985, p.
122). Other problems arise from the differing terminology used for classifying
speech acts, which can be described as the speaker's purpose or function of the
utterance. Problems with speech act terminology are found in the number of speech
act categories designed by various researchers. For example, Dore (1978) used the
term expressive while Halliday (1975) used personal, and Wood (as cited in Peters,
1983) used feeling to describe the same function. In addition, some researchers may
design more detailed taxonomies while others combine several functions within one
category (e.g., Halliday's category called informative is subdivided by Dore's
categories of assertive and requestive). Complicating matters further is that often an
utterance can serve more than one function. In addition, some studies focus on the
verbal aspects of communication and ignore the nonverbal. Disregarding
paralinguistic aspects of communication may not provide a complete or accurate
assessment of a child's language abilities (Roth & Speckman, 1984; Hyter & Westby,
1996).
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Moreover, there are differing opinions regarding the use of speech act
analysis itself. While some researchers believe that speech act analysis is an effective
means of describing language (Dore, 1978; Peters, 1983; Prutting & Kirchner, 1983)
others do not. Researchers like McTear (1983) suggested that assigning functions to
an utterance separates the utterances from the discourse as a whole.
Other problems present themselves in the very nature of pragmatics, that is,
the difficulties of studying language in context. To account for many variables
researchers must design their methodology with a certain degree of control over the
environment. However, frequently that means creating an unnatural environment or
context and therefore potentially affecting the behaviors one hoped to examine
(Prutting, 1982).
The lack of a unified pragmatic theory, terminology differences, and the
difficulties of studying language in context have been and continue to be obstacles to
research efforts into the pragmatic aspects of language. Barriers notwithstanding,
pragmatic research continues. At this point it would seem appropriate to review
some of the early studies that have paved the way for pragmatic research. These
early investigations have been conducted on European American speakers of
Standard English. A description of these studies as well as two taxonomies based on
the pragmatic behaviors of typically developing European American children are
discussed followed by research regarding pragmatic skills of language impaired
European American children.
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Normative Data
Early Pragmatic Investigations
Although pragmatic research has been increasing over the last several decades
there exists only a small body ofliterature investigating the pragmatic skills ofthe
typically developing child. This may be due in part to the research difficulties
described above and the emphasis placed on language disordered populations. Early
pragmatic research began in the mid- to late 1970's and included the research of
Halliday (1975), Dore (1978), and Dale (1978). Halliday and Dale studied the
functions ofchildren in the preverbal and early verbal stages believing that much
information can be gained about a child's language system by observing the use of
language functions. Dore studied preschool children and provided a description of
the influence ofcontext on form and content.
Preverbal Stage
Halliday (1975) studied one subject from the period of9-18 months ofage.
He recorded on-line observations ofthe child's language functions and transcribed
them at six-week intervals. Halliday designed six function categories originally then
added a seventh to account for a later developing function (appearing at about 22
months). These categories are: (1) Instrumental - using language to serve self, (2)
Regulatory- controlling the behavior ofothers, (3) Interactional - regulating
behaviors between the child and caregiver, (4) Personal - expressing emotions and
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self awareness, (5) Heuristic - questioning and learning about the world, (6)
Imaginative - using language for pretend, and (7) Informative - expressing ideas and
information. Halliday noted that the first four functions appear before the others but
not in a developmental sequence and with the informative function appearing last. At
this early stage, Halliday noted that his subject's utterances had a single function and
it was not difficult to discern the function of each communicative act. The later
development of an utterance having multiple functions was considered a
developmental milestone.
Halliday (1975) described three phases in the process of learning how to
mean. Phase I would be considered prelinguistic in that the child is communicating
through sounds that do not conform to the adult system and no grammar is present.
Phase II is considered the transition phase where the functions of language are
supported by an adult-approximated sound system with words and a beginning
grammar system. Finally, phase III is the use of an adult system. While
generalizations are of course limited due to the single subject design of the study,
Halliday believed that the occurrence of functions and the phases of language
development are universal.
Dale (1978) studied 20 children at three-month intervals between 1 :0
(years:months) and 2:0 years of age. He stated that there may be more pragmatic
development (i.e., number of different functions) than lexical or syntactic
development at this one word and early two word stage. Imperatives and declaratives
were examined during an elicitation task and a spontaneous language sample.
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Functions investigated included naming, assigning attributes, commenting, tense
marking, requesting objects absent or present, requesting information, expressing
nonexistence, rejecting, denying, affirming, seeking attention, and greeting. Results
indicated that while age did not influence declarative task measurements, there was
significant increase in the range of imperative functions-expressed. Dale believed that
because semantic and syntactic analyses at this early linguistic stage of development
was limited, pragmatic development could be measured to more accurately
demonstrate a child's language abilities.
Inter_play of Form, Content, and Use
Dore (1978) investigated seven, three-year-old middle-class children
interacting with their nursery school teacher. He analyzed the children's
conversation on three levels: I) grammatical form; 2) illocutionary function which
includes the speaker's intent, expectations, beliefs, and presuppositions; and 3)
interactional accomplishment or the influence of context and the resulting
consequence of an utterance. For example, in the utterance, "Who would like to
wash the table?" the form would be considered a wh-question, the illocutionary
function would be a request, and the interactional accomplishment would be the
initiation of a task. Thus, although the form of the utterance is that of a question, a
verbal response is not expected. Instead, a behavioral response, i.e., the children
preparing to clean the table is expected demonstrating how the context of an
utterance changes the illocutionary force of that utterance.
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Dore (1978) videotaped the children in one-hour sessions for four sessions.
He then transcribed and analyzed the children's utterances according to form,
function, and accomplishment. With regard to form and function, Dore found that
the context of the situation influenced the function of an utterance. For example, the
utterance, "It's cold in here," has the grammatical form of a statement, but in the
context of the situation it can function as a request to tum on the heat. Dore also
found that an utterance can serve more than one function as with the "Who would
like to wash the table?" example. The function would be considered a request for
information but the resulting interactional accomplishment suggests that it functions
to initiate a behavioral change. Dore expressed frustration in attempting to describe
all aspects of language in context stating that "so much of the interaction is mutually
constructed at the moment of contact ..." (p. 281).
As research on the pragmatic skills of children continued to grow, many
investigators desired to apply their methods to diagnostic settings. There was an
increasing desire to apply pragmatic language models to the clinic setting as speech
language clinicians were frustrated by the form and content focus of language
assessment and intervention (Gallagher, 1990). Two pragmatic assessment
taxonomies were designed to aid in the identification of language impaired children;
however, they also provide important information on the pragmatic skills of typically
developing children.
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Pragmatic Taxonomies
Klecan-Aker and Lopez (1984) and later Klecan-Aker and Swank (1988)
developed a taxonomy to be used with children in a clinical setting (Appendix A).
While they admitted that normative data on children's pragmatic skills was scarce,
the need for a reproducible, time-efficient way of assessing pragmatic skills was
necessary. Their taxonomy included the functions of labeling, description,
affirmation/negation, repetition/revision, personal, requesting, greeting, and tum
taking. The language functions were normed on 60 children in the original study and
expanded to 240 English speaking, middle-class preschool children (aged 2:0 to 5:0)
in the second. The children's responses "had to be functionally appropriate by
providing the distinctive category of information required by a particular question
type and functionally accurate in terms of informational content" (Klecan-Aker &
Lopez, 1984, p. 124). That is, if the child was given a labeling task, the response
must be a label and the label must provide factual information to the listener. If the
response did not meet both criteria, it was deemed inappropriate. Results of these
studies indicated that the pragmatic language functions investigated were stabilized,
or mastered, by three and one-half years of age and an overall decline in the number
of inappropriate responses was noted with increase in age.
Prutting and Kirchner (1987) also developed a taxonomy for assessing
pragmatic skills (Appendix A). Their protocol was divided into three components
which assessed: 1) Verbal aspects - speech acts, topic, tum taking, lexical selection,
and stylistic variation; 2) Paralinguistic aspects - intelligibility, vocal
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intensity/quality, prosody, and fluency; and 3) Nonverbal aspects - proxemics, body
posture, movements of the extremities, gestures, facial expression, and eye gaze.
Prutting and Kirchner believed this instrument reflected the pragmatic skills of
typically developing children because it was designed based on skills used
appropriately by school age children in various contexts;
The development of pragmatic assessment tools marks a transition from the
developmental study of pragmatic language skills to that of pragmatic skill deficits of
the language impaired. Although data is limited, comparative analysis is helpful in
making judgments of normal versus disordered behavior.
Disordered Populations
Pragmatic investigations of typically developing children provide
comparative data for children with various types of language impairments. Knowing
how a child deviates from the norm is useful for the speech-language clinician in
diagnosing and treating language disordered populations.
Disorder Patterns
Fey and Leonard (1983) reviewed much of the literature regarding pragmatic
deficits among children with specific language impairment (SLI). They noted the
heterogeneity of this population and proposed three possible patterns of pragmatic
deficit. Children exhibiting the first pattern are generally unresponsive in their
overall communicative interactions. They are either unwilling or unable to interact
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effectively and thus their impairment has a significant impact on their language use.
Those showing the second pattern are less assertive but basically responsive. They
"make frequent use of back channel behaviors that serve to maintain social contact
with their partners and at the same time enable them to avoid taking the
conversational floor" (p. 77). They are less able to respond in a variety of ways to
requests for clarification relying mainly on repetition. Also, these children may
exhibit a reduction in the variety of speech acts usually in the categories of requests
for action and information. The third pattern shows SLI children with pragmatic
abilities resembling those of their typically developing peers. This group may use
more nonverbal means to initiate requests. All three patterns of children with
pragmatic deficit seem to be limited in their syntactic abilities, which, in turn, limit
their ability to use a wide variety of speech acts. Children exhibiting the third pattern
of pragmatic deficit, however, are able to vary the frequency and content of their
speech acts according to the context of the situation.
Prutting and Kirchner (1983) also identified three possible types of pragmatic
deficits. Fey and Leonard's (1983) classification focuses more on describing the
differing characteristics of children with pragmatic deficits while Prutting and
Kirchner's classification focuses more on the underlying factors which cause
pragmatic deficit (social, cognitive, and linguistic). The first type are children who
have problems with the social aspects of communication such as the reciprocal nature
of communication and may violate the rules of conversation. The second group of
children are those who have cognitive deficits which place limits on their ability to
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become competent communicators. Pragmatic skills may be delayed or restricted in
relation to their typically developing peers. Finally, the third type would be children
whose linguistic deficits limit their ability to maintain conversational cohesion.
Although both Prutting and Kirchner's (1983) and Fey and Leonard's (1983)
classifications may be helpful in understanding pragmatic deficit, many factors affect
a child's ability to be a successful communicator within a specific context. Fey and
Leonard noted that conversational factors such as context and communication
partner, as well as the child's cognitive level, sociability, and personality are
important variables and may contribute to one child's interactional success over
another's. In addition to the individual and contextual factors, there are questions
regarding the methodology within the literature reviewed in that some studies used
age-matched peers while others used language-matched peers to compare language
competency. When matched for language ability, children with language impairment
are generally much older chronologically than the language normal children with
which they are matched. This age difference does not take into account the life
experiences or other development milestones achieved by the older but language
impaired subjects. Correlating results from studies with differing methodology such
as age and/or language matching can be problematic.
Reports that language impaired children display pragmatic skills of someone
with similar linguistic ability were noted by Prutting and Kirchner (1983). They
reported that some studies have shown that language disordered children appear to
show a similar developmental sequence and range of pragmatic skill of typically
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developing children of a younger age. "However, several researchers have also
reported that differences in the proportional use of those strategies exist as well,
suggesting a qualitatively distinct pattern of communication behavior" (p. 57).
Pragmatic Assessment Tools
Prutting and Kirchner (1987) developed and used a pragmatic protocol to
determine whether or not certain types of pragmatic deficits could be predicted from
different types of speech and language disorders (Appendix A). They assessed
school-aged children with articulation and language delays and adults with normal
language and disordered language due to a cerebral vascular accident. Subjects were
observed while interacting with a familiar adult for 15 minutes. Using the
pragmatics-as-cause-effect model they marked all observed behaviors as appropriate
or inappropriate as judged by the impact on the listener. Prutting & Kirchner
considered pragmatic skills to be appropriate if they facilitated the communicative
interaction or were neutral. Pragmatic language skills were deemed inappropriate if
they detracted from the communicative interaction or punished the speaker. Results
showed that normal subjects (both children and adults) had less than 1 %
inappropriate pragmatic behaviors. Language delayed children averaged 12%
inappropriate behaviors. Problems with pragmatic skills were "related to the
specificity and accuracy of the message, the cohesiveness of expression, the ability to
revise and clarify messages, intelligibility, and the quantity of conciseness of
messages" (p. 52). Prutting and Kirchner noted however, high variability between
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subjects. For example they cited different profiles for three of their language delayed
subjects. One child exhibited deficits
in the areas of variety and use of speech acts
•
and the ability to take both the listener and speaker roles. A second child had
difficulty selecting appropriate vocabulary, providing relevant and cohesive
information, and providing the right amount of information. For a third child, areas
of topic maintenance and repair were most impaired. Prutting and Kirchner's results
agreed with Fey and Leonard's (1983) literature review that language impaired
children are heterogeneous with respect to pragmatic deficits.
Rice, Sell, and Hadley (1991) studied communicative interactions of 26
preschool children who were typically developing, speech impaired, language
impaired, and learning English as a second language (ESL). The focus of their study
was initiations and responses coded on-line during a 40 minute play session. The
researchers designed their protocol, the Social Interactive Coding System (SICS), to
record initiations and responses within the context of the following: addressee (peer
or adult), play activity (block area, art table, quiet area, dramatic play area), play
level (solitary, adjacent,
social interactive), script code (the specific play activity,
..,
e.g., puzzles), verbal interactive status (types of initiations and responses), and
language used (for ESL children). The authors believed that accounting for
contextual factors such as these are important since they can influence a child's
performance.
Results indicated that children with normal language skills have more
initiations, longer responses, and are the preferred peer communication partner. In
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contrast, the children with limited communication skills (SLI, speech impaired and
ESL) were more likely to direct initiations to adults, shorten their responses or use
nonverbal responses. They were also more likely to have their initiations ignored and
were less responsive to the initiations of both peers and adults. Children learning
English as a second language were the least likely to initiate and more likely to be
avoided as a communication partner. The researchers concluded that the child's
communication patterns were influenced by the child's language proficiency (Rice,
1993, p. 1305).
Pragmatics and Play
Rice et al's (1990) focus on contextual factors such as play is an important
one. Researchers have found that children who were well liked were also better able
to maintain coherent discourse, direct their initiations to more than one
conversational partner, and responded contingently during play (Hazen & Black,
1989). Children with language impairments have been reported to prefer solitary
play and parents reported abandoning efforts to promote interactive play (Mogford
Bevan, 1994). In addition, different types of play may encourage different types of
language use from both children and adult interactants. Some settings such as the
sand or water table tend to promote solitary play while housekeeping centers promote
more interaction between participants. Pellegrini (1984) found that typically
developing preschoolers produced more functions within sociodramatic play centers.
O'Brien & Nagle (1986) found that adults produced longer utterances, named objects,
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and asked questions during play with dolls but had less variety of speech and used
more directives and praise during play with shape sorters.
Play preferences and gender differences have been noted (Westby, 1995).
Some children are described as either patteners or dramatists due to their preference
for one type of play over another. That is, children tend to show a stronger interest in
either discovering and manipulating objects or for creating pretend scenarios. Gender
differences (Patterson & Westby, 1994) have shown that males prefer rough and
tumble play and girls more sedentary activities. Furthermore, toy preferences were
observed with boys playing more with vehicles and girls more with dolls. Girls have
shown a preference for family/household themes in pretend play and boys more for
action adventure themes.
In sum, research on European American children with speech and language
impairments has shown that these children may be less responsive, less assertive, and
be limited in the type or variety of pragmatic skills used. They are also known to
have an increased number of inappropriate interactions, initiate more to adults than
peers, and shorten their responses. Pragmatic deficits have been noted in the context
of play. Skills such as joint attention, listening, tum taking, and maintaining coherent
discourse have been cited as problematic (Hazen & Black, 1989; Mogford-Bevan,
1994). Play context has been found to play a role in the amount and variety of speech
by adults and children with a greater variety and length of speech produced in
sociodramatic play than in other contexts. Play style and gender differences have
been reported.
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The research discussed thus far consists ofonly European American children,
with the exception ofthe Rice, et al., (1991) study. We cannot be sure ifthese same
types ofpragmatic deficits are similar in children from different cultural and
linguistic backgrounds. A review ofthe current research on culturally and
linguistically diverse (CLD) populations will follow in order to address this issue.
Pragmatic Skills ofAfrican American Preschoolers
Thus far, research regarding pragmatic skills oftypically developing and
language impaired children has been discussed. With one minor exception (refer to
Rice, et al., 1991), the research reported has been focused on European American,
middle-class children. Vaughn-Cooke (1996) attributed several factors to the paucity
ofresearch on CLD populations. First, in the early 1960's the deficit model of
language acquisition was being espoused, which considered the language ofworking
class African American children to be deficient despite increasing evidence to the
contrary. During this period the majority ofresearch that focused on the language of
African American children was devoted to describing the form ofAfrican American
English dialect (AAE), with little attention to content and use. The lack offunding
available for research with CLD populations has also limited the number and types of
studies able to be conducted (Stockman, 1993). Third, dissemination of the
information available has been limited, either because researchers have not attempted
publication, believing that journals are not interested in this type ofresearch or
because journal editors have reject studies that do not compare CLD subjects with
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European American subjects. While other means of disseminating this information
are available, journals have the widest circulation to speech-language clinicians and
are considered an important means of providing this vital information (Vaughn
Cooke, 1996). Studies show, however, that more and more speech-language
pathologists have caseloads with CLD populations and that many of these clinicians
feel inadequate to properly diagnose and treat them (Campbell & Taylor, 1992;
Hyter, 2001). Although research efforts have increased, little is known about the
pragmatic language skills of CLD populations.
Much of the research focus for African Americans has been on the speech of
those who use African American English (AAE, Baratz, 1969; Dillard, 1972; Labov,
1972; Smitherman, 1977, 2000). The focus on language form reflected historical
paths in speech and language research but also aided in dispelling the belief that AAE
was a substandard form of Standard American English (SAE). Because emphasis
was placed primarily on language form, other aspects of language have been
neglected in this population. Dwight (1986) pointed out that while the official
position of the American Speech-Language Hearing Association (ASHA) is that
dialectal features permeate all aspects of speech and language, there are still
relatively few investigations of the pragmatic skills of African American children.
Current research has focused less on specific pragmatic skills and peer interactions
and more on general aspects of language use, such as interactional, narrative, and
discourse differences.
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Interactional, Discourse. and Narrative Differences
While still modest, there is a growing body of literature describing the
language use of African Americans such as interactional style differences when
compared to European Americans (Rickford & Rickford, 2000; Smitherman, 2000).
Lewnau (1986) talked about how the two groups have different patterns of
communication where African Americans are described as being more performance
oriented when speaking. This performance style has been viewed as an African
American oral tradition and has been described as more expressive, emotionally
spirited, and high energy while the European American style is described as more
subdued and reserved (VanKeulen, Weddington, & DeBose, 1998; Offord-Powell,
1998; Feng & Cartledge, 1996). Differences between communication styles can lead
to misunderstandings or misperceptions. Feng & Cartledge (1996) found that
European American teachers perceived African American fifth grade students as
being more assertive and unable to resist peer interactions, and believed this behavior
interfered with their ability to focus on academic tasks. Teachers also felt that
African American students needed to learn more self-control and ways of managing
conflict.
The assertive, people-oriented aspects of verbal performance are also seen in
the various types of discourse styles unique to African Americans such as signifying,
marking, loud talking, and playing the dozens discussed by Smitherman (1977,
2000). Mitchell-Kernan (1986) called these speech acts, verbal art. These types of
discourse acts show a high degree of verbal and social interaction skills. There are
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specific contexts in which they are used and rules that must be followed. For
example, when playing the dozens, a verbal dual comprised of increasingly
"outrageous" put-downs of the opponent's mother, the insult must not be something
that is true about the person (Smitherman, 1977). Some researchers have reported the
observation of emerging culturally specific interaction styles among young African
American preschoolers. Specifically, Toya Wyatt (1995, 1999) indicated that she has
observed emerging vocal play (i.e., playing the dozens) among African American
preschool males, and neck rolls, hands on the hips, and finger shaking among
preschool females.
Narrative differences also have been noted. Michaels (1981), Hester (1996)
and Battle (1996) discuss findings of African American's use of a topic associative or
topic chaining approach to story telling rather than a topic centered approach used by
European Americans. Topic chaining refers to a style that consists of a series of
loosely connected stories. Battle described it as "a series of segments implicitly
linked to topic with no explicit theme, meandering away from and returning to the
point in a circular organization" (p. 31). Topic centered, reportedly primarily used by
European Americans, refers to a style that has a central theme and details from the
story are focused or centered around the central theme. However, Hester (1996)
pointed out that African Americans are able to vary their narrative abilities from topic
associative to a more topic centered approach depending upon the task.
While differences in interactional, discourse, and narrative styles have been
studied, less is known about the development of pragmatic skills in African American
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children in relation to specific pragmatic behaviors and peer interactions. Studies of
this nature enable clinicians to understand how and at what age range specific
behaviors are expected to emerge and be used productively. A few developmental
studies of African American children are discussed by Stockman (1996) and Battle,
(1996). These studies suggest that African American children develop similarly as
European American children with regard to form and content. Although children
have different cultural experiences, they learn language in a comparable manner to
express similar meanings. Battle, however, cites research that suggests African
American children use language differently and those differences reflect the values of
their cultural communities (Kincade-Blake, 1984, 1994). Some studies address
specific functions such as tum-taking and repair strategies while others attempt to
address overall patterns of communicative functions. A comparative description of
these studies is provided in Table 1; the findings from these studies are discussed
below.
Tum-taking
A few studies have addressed tum-taking behaviors of African American
children. Craig and Washington (1986) investigated this specific pragmatic behavior
using the Sacks, Schegloff, and Jefferson (1974) model for successful tum-taking
which is comprised of the following features: (1) one person speaks at a time, (2)
participant numbers can vary, (3) speaker tum order is variable, (4) length of tum is
variable, (5) speaker content is spontaneous, (6) spontaneous speech occurrences are

Table 1

I

Comparative Description of Studies on the Pragmatic Skills of African American Children
RESEARCHER{S)

I

Dwight (1986)

Prater (1995)

Six male and female speakers
of AAE (4:0 - 5:2)

Forty preschoolers - half
AAE and half SAE speakers

Tum-Taking
Videotaped play of gender
matched and mixed dyads for
20 minutes
Coding Manual for Dialogue
with Preschoolers: A
Cognitively-Based System of
Assessment (Blank &
Milewski, 1980)

Tum-Taking & Tonic
Videotaped play with adult
for 20 minutes

Thirty-two middle and low
SES 5th graders. Only 5
African Americans
Reoair Strategies
Children described geometric
figures across a barrier

Craig & Washington (1986)

Williams-Crossen (1998);
Offord-Powell (1998)

Six, 4-year old middle class
speakers of AAE

FOCUS
METHODOLOGY

Turn-Taking
Videotaped play in gender
matched triads for two hours

TAXONOMY

Model for Successful TumTaking (Sacks, Schegloff, &
Jefferson, 1974).
1. One speaker at a time
2. Participant numbers vary
3. Speaker tum is variable
4. Turn length is variable
5. Spontaneous content
6. Spontaneous speech is
infrequent & brief
7. Repair techniques exist
8. Soeakers regulate turns
I. One speaker spoke at one
time
2. Exchanges were
nonverbal
3. Exchanges based on
proximity of listener to
speaker

SUBJECTS

FINDINGS"

1. More initiations than
responses
2. Social speech not self-talk
3. Few overlaps/interruptions
4. Girls had more turns
5. Limited eye contact
6. Females interrupted more
than males

1.
2.
3.
4.

Topic maintenance
Topic change
Topic shading
Repair/revision

No differences between AAE
and SAE speakers

I

1. Nonverbal cue (puzzled
facial expression
2. Verbal request ("what?"
or "huh?")
3. Explicit request ("I don't
understand.")

Low SES children responded
less frequently to the
nonverbal cue and explicit
request than middle SES
children

I

w
N

Table I-Continued

I RESEARCHER{S} II Peters !}983}
SUBJECTS

FOCUS
METHODOLOGY
TAXONOMY

FINDINGS

Eight preschool children
from low and middle SES
Functions/Sentence Types
Videotaped interactions with
mother and stranger of same
race.
1. Requestive
2. Informative
3. Imaginative
4. Social
5. Emotional
6. Regulative

1. Children talked more with
mother than stranger
2. Lower SES asked more
questions to mother while
middle SES asked more
questions to stranger
3. Significant differences
were seen with
conversational partner and
not SES

I Burroughs {199Q
Twelve males (4:0 - 4:)
Twelve males (4:6 - 4:11
Functions/Discourse
Videotaped elicited
conversation with adult of
same race
Fey's System for Coding
Speech Acts
1. Assertives
2. Responsives
3. Requestives
4. Other
Discourse functions
1. Topic initiation
2. Topic maintenance
3. Topic extension
4. Topic extension-tangential
1. Significant differences
between age groups not
noted
2. More responsives than
assertives produced
3. Older children produced
slightly more topic
extension - tangential

I Kincade-Blake {1984}

I Stockman {1996}

Three toddlers (18-27
months)
Form, Content, Use
Videotaped interactions with
mother at one-month intervals
for nine months
Function Categories
1. Interpersonal expressive
2. Effective
3. Objective
4. Self-expressive social
5. Self-expressive nonsocial
6. Attentive
7. Participative

Eight 33-36 month old
children
Form, Content, Use
Videotaped interactions with
mother and family for two,
1-hour sessions
1. Reports
2. Comments
3. Requests information
4. Requests objects
5. Requests acts
6. Requests act cessation
7. Obligated response
8. Unobligated response
9. Spontaneous imitations
10. Repair initiations
11. Repairs on request

1. Children used more
interactive functions
(language to influence
behavior) than noninteractive (language to
learn about reality)
2. Use differences reflect
cultural orientation of
language as speaking
performance

}

I'

One language delayed
child had fewer functions
and displayed other
functions typically
developing children did
not use.
2. Language delayed child
had fewer initiations and
more repairs

w
w
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infrequent and brief, (7) techniques exist for repairing tum exchange errors, and (8)
speakers use techniques to regulate tum exchanges. Subjects were six, four-year-old
middle-class children who were speakers of AAE. Children were videotaped in
gender-matched triads in a preschool-type setting for two hours per child. The
children's utterances were transcribed and scored according to the features of the
Sacks, Schegloff, and Jefferson model for successful tum taking. The researchers
reported results consistent with previous research with European American middle
class subjects. Specifically, utterances were mostly nonsimultaneous (one speaker at
a time), and primarily other-directed. Tum exchange behaviors were nonverbal and
consisted of speaker gaze and proximity. In other words, it seems that the speaker
and the listener who spoke next were in close proximity and making eye contact. The
child who did not speak next was often farther away from the other two children
observing their interaction. It appeared that proximity was a greater indicator of tum
exchange than was gaze and the authors questioned whether proximity simply gives
the "listener next speaker" greater opportunity for taking the next speaking tum. No
gender differences were found in this sample.
Williams-Crossen (1998) studied tum-taking skills of typically developing
African American preschoolers in gender-matched dyads during play while Offord
Powell (1998) studied mixed dyads. Both studies consisted of 6 children (3 girls and
3 boys) ranging in age from 4:0 to 5:2. All children were AAE speakers. The
children were videotaped for 20 minutes in a separate preschool room where gender
neutral toys were provided. To assess tum-taking skills, both authors used a
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modified version of the Coding Manual for Dialogue with Preschoolers: A
Cognitively-Based System of Assessment (Blank & Milewski, 1980).
In her study of gender-matched dyads Williams-Crossen (1998) found that
overall the children had more initiations than responses, they were engaged in social
speech rather than self talk or monologue, and had few overlaps or interruptions.
When comparing results across gender, she found that female dyads produced a
greater number of turns, utterances were longer and more complex syntactically, and
were more descriptive and emotional in nature than their male counterparts. These
findings concur with previous research regarding developmental differences between
males and females.
Offord-Powell (1998), using the same methodology as Williams-Crossen
(1998), studied mixed-gender dyads. When comparing the two studies, both authors
found similarities with regard to the length and complexity of utterances produced by
females when compared to males. However, Offord-Powell's study revealed limited
use of eye contact by both speaker and listener supporting previous research
regarding cultural differences in the use of eye contact. Offord-Powell did not find
consistency with regard to male domination in conversation. Males in the mixed
dyads in this study were not as assertive as females and females were found to have
more interruptions than males. This finding contradicts current information for
European American males who have been reported to interrupt and overlap more
often in mixed dyads.
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Both authors note an important limitation of the two studies. The instrument
used to assess tum-taking skills did not allow for nonverbal initiations. They cite
previous literature (e.g., Battle, 1996; Sue & Sue, 1990) which suggests differing
uses of nonverbal behaviors within African American communities such as an
increase in the use of nonverbal behaviors among typically developing lower class
peers between the ages of four and five. Thus important information regarding
pragmatic skills of this population could not be assessed.
Dwight (1986) studied the tum-taking and topic maintenance skills of 40
typically developing AAE and SAE speaking African American preschoolers.
Subjects were engaged in an elicited spontaneous conversation with an adult during
play for approximately 20 minutes. Pragmatic behaviors of topic maintenance, topic
change, topic shading, and repair/revision were then analyzed. Results indicated that
no differences existed between the two groups for the number of pragmatic functions
studied and for inappropriate use of those functions. She states that although
differences existed in language form (approximately half of the children spoke AAE
and the other SAE), the children used similar language functions. Socioeconomic
status was not accounted for and the author felt that it would not be significant since
Peters (1983, discussed below) found no significant difference in the pragmatic skills
of African American preschool children classified according to SES. It needs to be
stated, however, that variables such as race and socioeconomic status should continue
to be investigated as conflicting results have been reported (Peters, 1983; Prater,
1995).
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Repair Skills
Prater (1995) studied repair strategies in 32 middle and lower income
normally developing fifth grade students. While the majority (n = 21) of the subjects
were European American, the sample also included five African Americans, three
Hispanic Americans, two Asian Americans, and one Native American. The children
were instructed to describe geometric figures to an adult across a barrier to limit hand
gestures. To elicit repair responses, the adult used a stacked sequence of questions
(i.e., first a confused facial expression, second a verbal request, and third an explicit
verbal request). Prater found that children in the low SES group responded less
frequently to the nonverbal cue (i.e., puzzled facial expression) and the third explicit
request (i.e., "I don't understand.") than the middle SES group. Both groups
responded equally well to the second request ("what?" or "huh?"). This study
supports previous research findings that show language differences in children from
middle and lower SES backgrounds. However, Prater did not account for any
cultural differences but speculated whether culture may have played a role in the
amount of no responses to the puzzled facial expression.
The above studies focused on specific pragmatic behaviors and researchers
reported similar findings with what has been reported for European American
children with few exceptions. The following studies, however, have attempted to
describe overall communicative patterns of pragmatic behavior for African American
children and will be discussed in detail.
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Pragmatic Categories
Peters (1983) studied eight African American preschool children from low
and middle SES backgrounds (four participants in each group). She examined
function and sentence types from both groups during videotaped interactions with
their mother and a stranger from the same race. In an attempt to simplify the
differing categories assigned to functions from various researchers, Peters chose the
following six labels in part because she felt their meanings were more obvious: (1)
Requestive - solicits information; (2) Informative - communicates information such
as reporting facts, stating rules, and giving opinions; (3) Imaginative - creates
imaginary situations and behavior; (4) Social - maintains relationships and facilitates
social interactions; (5) Emotional - expresses feelings and attitudes; and (6)
Regulative - controls the behavior of others. Results indicated that children in both
groups had a higher number of utterances with their mother than with the stranger.
Middle SES children produced more utterances and had the highest percent of
increase with their mothers. Both groups of children produced about the same
amount of talk when utterance count was totaled for interactions with both mother
and stranger. However, it was necessary for the stranger to spend slightly more time
with the lower SES children to elicit as much talk as the middle SES group indicating
that lower SES children may need a little more time to produce the same amount of
talk.
With regard to functions some differences were noted. Lower SES children
asked twice as many questions of their mothers while middle SES children addressed
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more questions to the stranger. These results are contrary to the belief that low SES
children lack questioning abilities (Heber as cited in Peters, 1983). Instead, question
asking may be related to the comfort level with the communication partner.
In general, results indicated significant differences occurred between
interactional partners and only small (not significant) differences occurred between
SES groups. That is, some functions were used more by the middle SES group (i.e.
imaginatives) and others by the lower SES group (requestives).
Burroughs (1991) studied language functions and discourse in 24 African
American male preschool children. Two groups of children were compared; 12
males aged 4:0 to 4:5 and 12 males aged 4:6 to 4:11. The examiner saw each child in
a separate room and language was elicited through pictures, toys, and role-play.
Using Fey's system for coding acts each utterance was coded in two ways.
Communicative intentions were coded as assertives, responsives, requestives, or
other. At the discourse level, utterances were coded for topic initiation, maintenance,
extension, or extension-tangential. Group differences based on age were not
significant with the exception of the number of requests for information, which were
used more by the older group. Fifty-eight percent of the subjects exhibited more
responsives than assertives; however, individual performance was highly variable.
Slight differences (not significant) were found regarding discourse in that the
younger group maintained conversation (e.g., child responds "yes" when asked "Is
that yours?") while the older group used more extension (e.g., child responds "yes"
when asked "Is that yours?" and then adds "I made em all out of blue.").
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Kincade-Blake (1984) studied the language development of three African
American toddlers for form, content, and use. Children were videotaped in a
playroom setting with their mothers at one-month intervals for one hour per visit over
a period of nine months. The children were between 18-27 months old. Kincade
Blake desired to describe the language development of these African American
children for all three components of language. With regard to form, results of this
study indicated that AAE features (future -be and ma and /8/ to mark future action)
were beginning to emerge at the same time SAE features were expected and did
emerge (e.g., possessive, past inflection, plural inflection, and present progressive).
Results of language content analysis revealed a few differences from what has been
reported for European American children. In this study, African American children
used the stative relation (relating to internal state of being, e.g., "want more"; "baby
sleepy") to express their wants and needs at an earlier time and more often than
European American children. They also used the other relation more frequently for
gaining attention (i.e., "hey"), stereotyped utterances ("umhmm" and "gee whiz"),
and social expression ("thanks" and "sorry").
Regarding language use, Kincade-Blake (1984) developed the following eight
categories: (1) Interpersonal expressive - managing the behavior of others, (2)
Effective- obtaining goods and services, (3) Objective - describing objects and
actions observed, (4) Directive- guiding and reporting on the actions of the speaker,
(5) Self expressive-social - expressing feelings and attitudes to others, (6) Self
expressive-nonsocial - expressing feelings and attitudes to self, (7) Attentive -
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focusing joint attention, and (8) Participative - involving the listener in the speakers
actions. Results indicated that the African American children used language for a
variety of purposes such as to "categorize objects and events, report their own actions
and feelings, and manage relationships with others" (Kincade-Blake, 1984, p. 226).
However, Kincade-Blake believed that since African American cultural groups have
been reported as being more performance oriented in regard to language use, the
distribution of language functions for her subjects would demonstrate this cultural
influence. That is, frequency rather than category differences would suggest a
language style that is influenced by the underlying beliefs and values of a child's
cultural community (Kincade-Blake, 1994). In fact, Kincade-Blake's subjects
exhibited a higher percentage of the interactive functions (using language to
influence the behavior of others) than noninteractive functions (using language to
learn about reality) indicating that the children were learning their culture's
orientation for "language as a speaking performance" (p. 239).

..

Kincade-Blake (1994) later analyzed the functions used by the mothers in her
study. Results indicated that half of the children's utterances and more than half of
the mother's utterances where interactive functions (i.e., functions categorized as
effective, interpersonal expressive, and self-expressive social) which she described as
serving a socioemotional function. She cites as an example, one mother taking
advantage of a child's interest in a cookie to explore the child's feelings and desires
by repeatedly and playfully asking, "What you want?" Kincade-Blake (1994) noted
that:
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working-class African American children used more of their speech to
talk about personal and interpersonal knowledge than both working
class and middle-class European American children. Socioemotional
topics of conversation are not considered a cultural emphasis among
Euro-Americans. Instead, the cultural frame is argued to be a factive,
objective orientation (p. 188).
In sum, Kincade-Blake's (1984) study provided counterevidence against the
deficit theory which views working-class African American children as deficient in
language skills and that the effects of AAE dialect are negative in relation to normal
language development. Further, even though African American children use
language for similar purposes as European American children do, early on, African
American children's use of language begins to reflect cultural differences.
Researcher's efforts, such as Kincade-Blake's (1984), to describe the various
aspects of language, i.e., form, content, and use have broadened our understanding of
the language development of African American children. These descriptive studies
have provided vital information of the language development of typically developing
African American children. One investigator, however, in her development of a non
biased assessment tool has provided information on the pragmatic skills of one
language delayed African American child.
A Culturally Based Assessment Tool
Ida Stockman (1996) proposed the development of a Minimal Competency
Core (MCC) to better assess all aspects of language for culturally and linguistically
diverse children. This instrument would enable clinicians to compare culturally
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diverse children with their peers. The idea is that it may be possible to describe all
aspects oflanguage that the least competent user ofa linguistic/cultural group would
demonstrate at a particular developmental age. Therefore, a child from that
community who does not possess components ofform, content, and use that are
evident in the minimally competent member ofhis or her community would then be
considered language delayed or at risk. Stockman used two-hour language samples
ofeight 33-36 month old African American children in a play setting with their
mother and familiar others. However, only seven ofthe children were developing
language normally and so some comparisons could be made between the typically
developing children and the one delayed child.
With regard to language use, Stockman identified 11 functions that were used
productively by all seven typically developing children as follows: (1) Reports
utterances made regarding absent events, (2) Comments-utterances made regarding
present events, (3) Requests for information, (4) Requests for objects, (5) Requests
for acts, (6) Requests for act cessation, (7) Obligated responses, (8) Unobligated
responses, (9) Spontaneous imitations, (10) Repair initiations, and (11) Repairs on
request. The one language delayed subject had fewer of the core functions and
included functions that the other children did not use such as rejection and verbal
routines (one, two, three, go!). Other differences were noted when comparing the
language delayed child to the other children. Initiations were less frequent (26%
compared to 39-65%) and repairs were higher for the language delayed child (21% as
opposed to 7-19%). Stockman noted that the higher number ofrepairs was due to the
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child's repetition of "huh?" and stated that the child did not demonstrate the ability to
repair when requested. The number of responses made by the language delayed child
did not differ from the group of typically developing children. It is hoped that the
development of this type of instrument would greatly improve accurate assessment of
African American children.
Summary
Pragmatic research to date suffers from the lack of a coherent theoretical
framework from which to base its methodology. The literature is full of differing
terminology and the type and amount of functions assessed by different taxonomies.
The use of speech act analysis has itself been questioned, as some believe it separates
utterances from the discourse as a whole.
A few studies have examined the pragmatic skills of typically developing
European American, middle-class children. The research shows that the range of
pragmatic functions increase with age and mastery of appropriate skills is reached by
about three and one half years of age. School aged children with normal language
skills demonstrate less than 1 % inappropriate pragmatic behaviors (within a 15
minute sample), and children with language impairment may demonstrate delayed or
deviant pragmatic skills (Prutting & Kirchner, 1983). Studies show that children
with pragmatic deficits are less responsive, less assertive, and less sought after by
their peers (Fey & Leonard, 1983; Rice, 1993). These children tend to initiate more
with adults and are more likely to ignore initiations and have their initiations ignored
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by others (Rice, 1993). However, it appears that there is high variability among
individuals.
Play setting has been found to influence the amount and variety ofspeech
produced by both children and adults. Sociodramatic play has been reported to
provide more interaction among participants and promote more language
opportunities than manipulative play activities (O'Brien & Nagle, 1986; Patterson &
Westby, 1994). Studies have shown that children have different play preferences
with some showing more interest in the toys themselves and others showing more
interest in creating pretend scenarios (Westby, 1995). Gender differences have also
been observed (Patterson & Westby, 1994).
A smaller group ofstudies have been conducted with subjects from culturally
.,
and linguistically diverse
backgrounds. The research discussed has suggested that

whereas African American children develop language form and content similarly to

....
their European American
peers, African American children use language for differing
-••
reasons (Kincade-Blake,
1984, 1994). These differences, it is thought,
reflect the
4

cultural values oftheir communities. Little is known, however, about the pragmatic

...

-

skills oflanguage impaired African American children because the majority ofthe

-

current research has focused on describing the behavior oftypically developing

..
children. One study (i.e., Stockman, 1996) described the pragmatic
behaviors ofone
language delayed African American child who exhibited fewer and different
functions and used fewer initiations than the typically developing children in that
study.
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Research into the pragmatic skills of African Americans, while still limited,
has continued to increase. Studies suggest that similarities and differences exist in
the language use patterns of African and European Americans. However, more
information is needed to accurately describe the pragmatic behaviors and competency
levels of typically developing and language impaired African American children.

CHAPTER III
METHODOLOGY
This study was designed to describe the pragmatic behaviors of African
American preschool children and then to determine if typically developing (TD) and
high risk (HR) children exhibit differences in (1) the types of pragmatic behaviors
produced, (2) the competency level of these pragmatic behaviors, and (3) the types of
pragmatic behaviors and/or competency levels across play settings.
Subjects
Subjects included 10 African American preschool children who were enrolled
in a Head Start program located in an urban neighborhood in Southwest Michigan.
All children were bused to the facility from the same urban community. Participants
were six males and four females from English-speaking households, with a mean age
of 4: 1 (range from 3:4 to 5:0 years). The families of all participating children met the
1999 income guidelines of Head Start; that is, all were within 100% of poverty level
(see Appendix B).
Parents were sent a one and one-half page consent form via the school bus
driver, as parents were required to board the bus to remove their child(ren) (Appendix
C). Only those children whose parents signed the consent form were included in this
study.
47
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Description of Classroom Context
The classroom staff consisted of a lead teacher, a Caucasian female; a
paraprofessional, an African American female; and the bus driver, a Caucasian male.
In addition, a teen-aged Caucasian female was present during the majority of the
morning session; she was completing a work-study program through her high school.
Occasionally an additional paraprofessional, a Caucasian female, was present.
Parents were invited to participate in their child's classroom as volunteers. Adults
signed a consent form allowing themselves to be videotaped when interacting with
the children (Appendix D).
The classroom contained five centers. A Table Area provided seating for
breakfast and was also used during craft time. The Housekeeping Corner contained
toy items such as a small table and chairs, "play" refrigerator, stove, sink, food, and
baby dolls. The Circle Area included a colorful carpet and also served as the "tub
toys" area where the children played with various manipulatives such as blocks. A
Puzzle Area contained a table, chairs, and puzzles; and a Reading Area was furnished
with carpet, a small bench, beanbag, and a bookshelf.
Once the children were brought into the classroom they were instructed to
read in the Reading Corner for 10-15 minutes. Breakfast was then served for 20-30
minutes. Children who finished eating played in the Circle Area with the tub toys
until Circle Time began. Circle Time, which lasted approximately 15 minutes,
included a discussion of the month, day, and year, and included tasks such as
counting; naming letters, shapes and colors; reading a book; or singing a song. The
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children were then given choices for free play activities for the next 40 minutes.
Their choices included time in the Housekeeping Comer, Reading Comer, Puzzle
Area, Tub Toys area, or Table Area to complete crafts conducted by the teacher
and/or aide(s). The children could remain in one area as long as they wished and were
free to move from one area to another. When crafts were· being made, the children
were called to the table to complete their craft and were then allowed to return to the
free-play activities of their choice.
Procedures
The Head Start program selected for this investigation was one in which a
reciprocal relationship had been established between Head Start and Western
Michigan University. The development of this reciprocal relationship was facilitated
by a grant funded by the American Speech-Language-Hearing Association to Dr.
Yvette D. Hyter (faculty advisor and certified speech-language pathologist) for a
project that focused on classroom-based language intervention. Dr. Hyter and two
graduate student clinicians delivered the classroom-based language intervention two
mornings per week. The focus of this intervention was to provide a language rich
environment in the preschool classroom utilizing indirect language stimulation
techniques such as parallel talk, expansions, modeling, and vertical scaffolding.
These intervention techniques generally focused on semantic and syntactic language
development although enhancement of pragmatic skills would naturally occur to
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some extent. All children received the same type and amount of language
intervention.
Instruments
A variety of instruments were used to obtain information regarding the
pragmatic behaviors and competency levels of the participants, as well as overall
language development. To document pragmatic behaviors and assess competency,
the researchers observed interactions and recorded those observations on the
Pragmatic Coding System Checklist (PCS, Hyter & Dodd, 1999, Appendix E). In
addition, the researchers developed a quantitative scoring system to analyze each
child's pragmatic competency. To assess overall language skills, the following
instruments were used: teacher report, language analysis, and play analysis. Each of
these instruments is discussed in tum.
Instruments Used to Assess Pragmatic Behaviors and Competency Levels
Observation
Each child was videotaped while engaged in tub toy and dramatic play
activities within the preschool room and with varying conversational partners.
Conversational partners included adults of same and different race (i.e., lead teacher,
paraprofessional, researcher, high school aide, and parent) and peers of same or
different race. Two, ten-minute videotaped sessions per child were conducted. Each
child was videotaped in two different settings (Circle Area and Housekeeping Area)
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on different days for each session to maximize the potential to observe a broad range
of interaction opportunities (Appendix F). One session recorded the child at play with
tub toys in the Circle Area either after breakfast and/or during choice time. The
second session recorded the child within the Housekeeping Area during dramatic
play.

Videotaping occurred over a period of 6 weeks. The researcher held the video
camera during taping to enable continuous recording of the target child (e.g., if the
child moved from one area of the room to another, the researcher followed with the
video camera). The researcher attempted to maintain an appropriate distance to
record the child's interactions without becoming intrusive. This distance averaged
approximately three feet. If the child appeared to be conscious of the video recorder,
the researcher asked the child if it was okay to take their picture. There were no
instances in which the child refused to be recorded. Although it can be speculated
that a child's awareness of the video camera changes children's behavior, numerous
volunteers visit the Head Start classrooms on a daily basis to observe and interact
with the children. It is a typical part of the children's day to have individuals other
than their teachers in the classroom. After a few days, the videotaping became a
routine part of the children's day and individual children habituated to the camera
within one-two minutes of taping. Therefore, it is unlikely that a Hawthorne effect
occurred during data collection. The use of videotape allowed the researchers to
conduct a detailed examination and analysis of each interaction to describe a variety
of pragmatic behaviors.
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Pragmatic Coding System
The Pragmatic Coding System (PCS, Hyter & Dodd, 1999) was designed to
assess multiple pragmatic behaviors and competency levels within a natural context
(Appendix E). Aspects of this scale have been borrowed from previous pragmatic
researchers including Prutting and Kirchner's Pragmatic Protocol (1987), Rice, Sell
and Hadley's Social Interactive Coding System (SICS, 1990), and Claire Penn's
Profiling of Syntax and Pragmatics in Aphasia (1988). Table 2 provides a detailed
list of the pragmatic behaviors assessed by the PCS.
Like the SICS, the PCS was designed to be used during observation of
participants within a natural context. As indicated by Paul (1995), pragmatics
involves the use of language in real communicative contexts; therefore, observations
of the participants in a natural setting provided the most reliable information. The
checklist format enabled the observer to account for several aspects of pragmatic
behavior within one interaction. The observer would then quantify the overall
communicative interaction. For the purposes of this research, a communicative
interaction was defined as an "Initiation or Response/Feedback Loop" which is
characterized in two ways. First, the target child could begin communicating (i.e.,
initiation) with a partner who then responds (i.e., feedback). Second, the target child
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Table 2
Pragmatic Behaviors Assessed by the Pragmatic Coding System
Skill
Nonverbal
Facial expression

Explanation

Example

Smile, frown, wrinkled brow,
raise eyebrows, scrunch features.

Child smiles and shows
toy to adult. (8-5)'

Head movement

Shake/nod to indicate "yes/no,"
forward-back or side-side
movement.

Child shakes head to give
a response to a yes/no
question. (7-4)

Body movement/
posture

Change of position (e.g., from
standing to sitting, falling on
floor, leaning, bending, turning).
Movement is communicative.

Child turns back to
speaker during protest and
says, "No!" (8-25)

Hand movement

Point, reach, gesture, grab,
touch.

Child points to cup and
says, "Take this." (2-14)

Eye gaze

Eye contact with interlocutor,
downward/upward/sideward
gaze, eye pointing.

Child makes eye contact
with conversational
partner. (9-3)

"Utterances that solicit information, permission, confirmation,
repetition ... or action" (Roth &
Speckman, 1984, p. 5).

"Huh?" (7-20)
"Whata ya making?" (9-8)
"Where's that stuff?" (426)

"Utterances that state facts or
rules, express beliefs, attitudes,
or emotions, or describe
environmental aspects" (Roth &
Speckman, 1984, p. 5).

"That a house." (6-1)
"This koolaide." (10-32)
"I don't like tomatoes" (26)

Functions
Request

Comment

1
Numbers in parentheses (8-5) correspond to the child (8) and segment number (5) from which the
example was recorded.
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Table 2-Continued
Explanation

Example

Utterances or behaviors that
"express objection to ongoing or
impending action or event"
(Roth & Speckman, 1984, p. 4)

Child says "No!" and
pulls toy away from
partner who has taken it.
(4-9)

Directing
behavior

Utterances that monitor and
regulate the communication
partner's behavior. (Roth &
Speckman, 1984)

"Put it up here." (5-4)
"Pour some water on it."
(5-14)

Repair

Attempts to repair the
communication breakdown by
repeating or rephrasing the
intended message.

Skill
Functions cont'd
Protest

•

Repetition

Subject repeats all or part of
original utterance. No new
information is added (Carrier
phrases such as "I said ... " are
ignored) (Brinton, Fujiki, Loeb,
Winkler, 1986)

Child: "Are you watchin
me?" (5-14)
Partner: Doesn't respond.
Child: "Are you watchin
me?" (5-15)

•

Repetition
with emphasis

Subject repeats all or part of
original utterance with increased
intensity and/or increased stress
(Carrier phrases such as "I
said ... " are ignored).

Child: "What's that?" (122)
Partner: Doesn't respond.
Child: "What's that!!"
(12-3)

•

Rephrase

Subject restates the original
utterance maintaining essentially
the same semantic content. New
information can be added.
Utterance may differ
syntactically (Brinton et al.,
1986).

Original: "Go over
there." (7-13)
Rephrase: "Go over there,
I'm gonna get you
some." (7-14)
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Table 2-Continued
Skill
Functions cont'd
Imitation

Explanation

Example

Repetition of part or whole
word/phrase of the
communication partner.

Partner: "Come on, let's
get out of here." (11-32)
Child: "Lets get out of
here." (10-26)

Comply

Behaviors that fulfill the requests
of the communication partner.

Child puts toys away
when told to do so. (8-18)

Humor/tease

Behaviors that attempt to
"annoy, taunt or playfully
provoke the listener" (Dore,
1978, p. 284).

"I got your yellows!" (270)

Signifying

Embedding a message within
conversation intended to be
sarcastic or derogatory
(Mitchell-Kernan, 1986). One
person puts down, talks about or
signifies on someone or on
something someone has said.
Also referred to as "cappin'," and
currently "dissin"' (Smitherman,
2000, p. 255).

Teen: "I was lookin' good
too. "
Friend: "Why you bein' so
modest?"

Marking

When reproducing the "words of
individual actors, a narrator
affects the voice and mannerisms
of the speaker" (MitchellKernan, 1986, p. 176).

Child puts hand on hip,
wags finger, and imitates
voice saying: "Mama said,
'Now you better clean this
room!"'

Playing the
dozens

Verbal dueling consisting
"specifically of insults about the
female parent" of the
communication partner (Van
Keulen, et. al., 1998, p. 35)

Child: "Girl, you a mess!"
Partner: "Yo momma!"
Child: "Yo momma so
messy she got picked up
by the garbage truck"
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may respond (i.e., response) to an initiation from his or her partner. The following
examples illustrate the Initiation or Response/Feedback loop:
How Utterances are Coded

Speaker

Utterance

Example 1
Target Child:
Partner

"Is it good?" (2-5)
"Yep!"

Initiation
Response

Example2
Partner
Target Child
Partner

"Oh wow, that's a huge sandwich!
"There's two sandwiches." (5-19)
"Oh, there's two there."

Initiation
Response
Feedback

Quantification of the PCS allowed the researchers to assign a competency
score to the pragmatic behaviors for each communicative interaction (i.e., Initiation
or Response/Feedback loop) and then give each child an overall pragmatic
competency score (see Appendix E for a scoring sample). Scoring was based on
Prutting and Kirchner's (1987) pragmatics-as-cause-effect model, which focuses on
the impact, or effect deficits have on communicative interactions. Judgments of
appropriateness were made based on the communication partner's reaction. However,
in the application of this model to the current research a few modifications were
made. First, the researchers felt that Prutting and Kirchner's two-point scale of
appropriate versus inappropriate was too heavily weighted on the reaction of the
listener because communication is viewed as the interaction between a speaker, a
listener, and a message. Although Prutting and Kirchner stressed that the results of
their protocol must be examined in the light of speaker and listener contributions,
their two-point system did not adequately account for the reciprocal nature of
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communication. Thus, for the current study a three-point system (discussed below)
was designed to give credit for communicative attempts. Secondly, the terms
"appropriate" and "inappropriate" appeared to lack cultural sensitivity. It was felt
that in many cases communication breakdowns between individuals from differing
cultural/linguistic backgrounds can be the result of unshared communicative norms.
For example, the lack of eye contact in some Asian cultures is considered a sign of
respect, whereas European Americans would consider this behavior to show a lack of
respect or inattention to the speaker. So what is considered
appropriate
in one culture
•
•
would be considered inappropriate in another culture or cultural group. Since the
current study included participants from different cultural/linguistic backgrounds,
alternate terms were designated. Thus, a three-point scoring system was developed
using the terms facilitative, attempt, and nonfacilitative and were weighted as
follows.
2 = Facilitative
1 = Attempt
0 = Non-Facilitative

The quantification criterion was based on previous pragmatic research
(Prutting & Kirchner, 1987; Penn, 1988; Williams-Crossen, 1998) and was defined
by the investigators as follows:
Facilitative (F): behaviors that facilitated conversational flow and/or met the
communication partner's expectations.
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Speaker
ExampleFl
Target Child:
Partner
ExampleF2
Partner
Target Child

Utterance

How Utterances are Coded

Score

"I don't need too many of
these." (9-19)
"Okay."

Facilitative

2

Facilitative

2

"Your dolly's falling."
Catches doll before it
falls. (2-27)

In examples F1 and F2 the conversational flow continues whether the
responses were verbal or non-verbal. Each initiation and response met the
conversational partner's expectations.
Attempt (A): behaviors that attempted to meet the conversational partner's
expectations but were insufficient or ambiguous so much so that the conversational
flow was disrupted.
Speaker
ExampleAl
Target Child
Partner
Target Child
ExampleA2
Partner
Target Child
Partner

Utterance
"Look, this koolaide."
(10-32)
No response
Abandons interaction
"What's wrong?"
Changes eye gaze toward
object of concern. (2-7)
"I said, 'what's wrong?"'

How Utterances are Coded

Score

Attempt

1

Attempt

1

In example A 1 the target child attempted to initiate a conversation but the
partner did not respond. The conversational flow was disrupted and the target child
abandoned the conversation. In example A2 an attempt was made by the target child
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to respond to the partner's question through the use of eye gaze. However, the
nonverbal response was insufficient in this instance causing the partner to repeat the
request for information. Thus, the conversational flow was disrupted. This is an
important example of how cultural/linguistic differences may interfere with
communication. The child's use of eye gaze may have been sufficient in
communication with a member of her same cultural community but with this adult
partner of a different race, it was not. Therefore, she was given credit for her attempt
and received a score of one (1).

Non-Facilitative (NJ: behaviors which caused the conversational flow to be
disrupted; no attempt was made to meet the partner's expectations (no response) or
the attempt was irrelevant or invalid.
Speaker

ExampleNJ
Partner
Target Child

ExampleN2
Partner
Target Child
Partner

Utterance

How Utterances are Coded

Score

"Are you gonna make me
some eggs?"
No response. (11-1)

Non-Facilitative

0

Non-Facilitative

0

"Hey, that yours?"
"Boom, boom boom."
(10-15)
Appears confused.

In the first example, Nl, the target child did not respond (verbally or
nonverbally) to the partner's request for information and the conversational flow was
disrupted. In the second example, N2, the target child's response was considered
irrelevant since it did not pertain to the question that was asked. The conversational
partner was confused by this response and abandoned the conversation.
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Instruments Used to Assess Overall Language and Communication Skills
Black English Sentence Scoring (BESS)
A semantic and syntactic language analysis was conducted using Black
English Sentence Scoring (Nelson & Hyter, 1990). Videotaped transcripts were used
to assess age-appropriate language skills. If videotaped segments did not provide
enough language to be analyzed (i.e., fifty utterances which included a subject and a
verb), an on-line transcript during play was used as a supplement when possible. In
addition to obtaining a BESS score, Mean Length of Utterance (MLU), Total
Number of Words (TNW), and Number of Different Words (NDW) were calculated
using the computerized version of the Systematic Analysis of Language Transcripts
(SALT, Miller & Chapman, 1991).

Play Analysis
Using a slightly modified version of the Scale of Social Participation in Play
(SSPP, Tizard, Philps, & Plewis, 1976), the researchers analyzed each child's play
skills based on observations from the videotaped segments. The scale was adapted to
assess the play behaviors observed from the subjects in this sample. To assess the
children's play, the videotape was paused every minute and the highest level of play
observed was recorded, resulting in 10 scores for the 10-minute dramatic play session
and 10 scores for the IO-minute tub toys play session. Scores were then averaged to
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give each participant a mean play level for tub toy and dramatic play. According to
the SSPP, there are eight levels of play in order of sophistication. The higher the
number the more sophisticated the play. The scale is as follows: (1) Nonplay- the
child is an onlooker; (2) Solitary play - the child is playing independently or near
another child within speaking distance; (3) Parallel play- the child plays near
another child with similar materials but one child's play does not influence the other
child's play; (4) Weakly organized social play- one child's play influences another's
but they do not cooperate; (5) Cooperative play attempts- the child tries to initiate
mutual play; (6) Cooperative play without division of labor- the children cooperate
on a project that could easily be done alone; (7) Simple cooperative play with
division of labor- roles are assigned but little action is carried out within the role;
and (8) Cooperative play with role differentiation - Roles are assigned and acted out
and central themes develop.
Teacher Report
A short questionnaire regarding perceived competencies of each child's
overall communication skills was distributed to the lead teacher (Appendix G). The
teacher's responses were weighted on a three-point scale as follows: 1 = mostly no, 2
= sometimes, 3 = mostly yes. For example, a score of three (3) suggested that the
teacher perceived the child's speech and language skills to be age-appropriate. A
total from the five questions was averaged to give each child an overall score.
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Group Determination
To minimize rater bias, language analyses was conducted following
the completion of the Pragmatic Coding System Checklist. After each subject's
pragmatic behaviors and competency levels were analyzed, the children's language
and play skills were assessed. Based on language scores, each child was categorized
as being typically developing (TD, those whose language scores were within age
expectations) or high risk (HR, those whose language scores were below age
expectations). The term "high risk" was used to describe these children as they were
not formally assessed with the use of standardized protocols. Although Black
English Sentence Scoring (BESS, Nelson & Hyter, 1990) is considered a reliable
assessment tool, three of the subjects did not produce enough language to benefit
from this type of analysis. In addition, none of the children included in this study was
diagnosed or referred for speech-language services during the period of investigation.
Thus it was felt that, without a reasonable degree of certainty of disorder, the term
high risk (HR) was more appropriate.
Of the 10 participants, four were considered to be TD and six were considered
to be HR. Refer to Figures 1-6 for group characteristics (Appendix H provides
individual scores for each participant). Statistically significant differences were
shown between TD and HR groups for BESS score [F (1, 9) = 18.288, p. = .008],
Mean Length of Utterance [F (1, 9) = 7.711, p. = .024], Total Number of Words [F
(1, 9) = 6.645, p. = .033], and Teacher Report [F (1, 9) = 13.333, p. = .006]. The
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significant differences between language scores for these two groups provided
justification of the group determination process.
Characteristics of Typically Developing and High Risk Participants for
Language Scores, Play Level, and Teacher Report
Key:
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Reliability
Pragmatic Coding System
The primary researcher, a second-year graduate student clinician, judged each
videotaped communication interaction and coded the pragmatic behaviors and
competency levels. One other graduate student also coded random selections of the
videotaped interactions for the purpose of developing a reliability measure. The judge
participated in a three hour training session in the use of the PCS using 7% (three,
five-minute video segments comprising 15 of the total 220 minutes) of the
videotaped interactions. Following completion of training, an additional 10% (two
IO-minute video segments comprising approximately 22 minutes of the total 220
minutes of the videotaped interactions) were independently coded by both judges and
analyzed using Cohen's (1960) Kappa, which is a statistical test indicating the
proportion of agreement present after chance agreement has been eliminated.
Interjudge reliability was determined for the following: specific pragmatic behavior
coded and the level of competency assigned for that behavior. The Kappa values
ranged from .52 to .94 (i.e., Gestures was .52, Function was .60, Type was .78,
Partner choice was .94, and Pragmatic score was .79). This range of scores represents
fair to excellent agreement between coders. Fleiss (1981) suggests that Kappa values
between .4 and .6 represent fair agreement (i.e., Gestures and Function), between .6
and .75 represent good agreement (i.e., Type and Pragmatic Score), and those values
that are greater than .75 represent excellent agreement (i.e., Partner Choice).
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Black English Sentence Scoring
Interrater reliability was established for the BESS language analysis through
consensus. The researcher and another student, both trained in the use of BESS
during graduate level coursework, independently scored· two subject samples. Line by
line consensus was then conducted and discrepancies resolved. Interrater reliability
through consensus was 99%.
Play Analysis
Percent of agreement was used to establish interrater reliability for play level
analysis. The primary researcher analyzed each participant's play level for each
minute of the two 10-minute video segments. Training in the use of the modified
SSPP was conducted with another student using 7% of the data (i.e., two, five-minute
video segments). Following training the student independently analyzed an
additional 10% of the data (i.e., two, IO-minute video segments). Percent of
agreement was determined to be 70.
Statistical Analyses
A factorial multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was performed on
the data. Play context (i.e., dramatic play or tub toy play) and language status (i.e.,
TD or HR) served as the classification variables. The pragmatic behaviors,
communication partners, and competency levels served as the criterion variables.

CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
This study was designed to describe the pragmatic behaviors and competency
levels of typically developing (TD) and high risk (HR)African American preschool
children. Following a description of the sample, the results of this study are
presented below for each research question: Do TD and HR children exhibit
differences in the types of pragmatic behaviors produced? Do TD and HR children
exhibit differences in the pragmatic competency levels of these pragmatic behaviors?
Do TD and HR children exhibit differences with respect to the types of pragmatic
behaviors or pragmatic competency levels across play settings?
Description of the Sample
Each participant (n = 10) was involved in both dramatic play and tub toy
(manipulative) play settings. The Pragmatic Coding System (PCS, Hyter & Dodd,
1999) forms for the 10 children were reviewed and analyzed to determine the number
and type of verbal and nonverbal pragmatic behaviors produced by both groups of
children (TD and HR), and the primary communication partner for each child.
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Number and Type of Verbal and Nonverbal Pragmatic Behaviors
The number and type of pragmatic behaviors and the type of communication
partner with which all participants interacted are summarized in Table 3 below.
Table 3
Means, Ranges, and Standard Deviations for Pragmatic
Behaviors for all Subjects
Pragmatic Skill Observed

Mean

Standard Deviation

Range

Adult Same Race

3.7

6.80

0-20

Adult Other Race

24.7

20.29

1-63

Peer Same Race

47.4

23.10

25-93

Peer Other Race

10.4

8.72

1-27

Initiations-Verbal

31.30

15.28

10 - 64

Initiations-Nonverbal

4.30

4.64

1-17

Response-None

8.90

5.99

0-19

Response-Nonverbal

14.30

8.15

6-31

Response-1 Word

6.70

4.11

1-15

Response-Multiword

8.70

4.95

3-17

Response-Delayed

.50

.71

0-2

Partners

Initiation & Response Types
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Table 3 - Continued
Mean

Standard Deviation

Repair-Repetition

8.60

6.20

1-21

Repair-Repetition w/emphasis

.90

.74

0-2

Repair-Rephrase

2.00

2.40

0-7

Requests

15.60

8.88

7-34

Comments

23.50

12.33

11-46

Protests

9.00

4.45

4-20

Directing Behavior

4.40

3.84

0-13

Imitation

1.30

2.79

0-9

Yes/No

6.60

4.01

2-14

Comply

6.20

4.76

2-18

Humor/Tease

.80

1.23

0-4

Facial Expression

8.60

5.17

1-17

Head Movement

5.80

5.16

1-18

Body Movement

1.20

1.99

0-6

Hand Movement

24.20

9.13

14-41

Eye Gaze

36.40

12.56

22-62

Pragmatic Skill Observed

Range

Functions

Nonverbals
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All participants used a variety of pragmatic behaviors across both play
settings with the most frequent functions being comments, requests, and protests.
Various nonverbal behaviors were also used. The most frequent were hand gestures
and eye gaze. As indicated in Table 4, initiations were primarily verbal and responses
were primarily nonverbal; however, the total number of initiations and responses
were approximately equal, which concurs with previous literature on typically
developing European and African American children (Rice, Hadley, Sell, 1990;
Stockman, 1996). There were no significant differences found in the types of
pragmatic behaviors exhibited by all subjects for the two play settings.
Communication Partners
Overall the children interacted with a variety of communication partners such
as teachers, teacher aides, vehicle operators, peers, and parents. Children interacted
with their peers 59% of the time, and the majority (45%) were same race peers. It
should be noted, however, that the class consisted of African American children and
only one European American child. Total adult interactions were 41%, with adults of
a different race being higher (32%) than adults of the same race (9%). No differences
in communication partner choices were noted across play setting (i.e., dramatic
versus tub toy play).
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Comparative Analysis
Pra�atic Functions
The first research question focused on determining if differences existed
between the TD and HR children in the types of pragmatic behaviors exhibited.
Comparative analyses were conducted to first examine the types of pragmatic
behaviors produced by children who were TD and HR, and second to determine if
differences in those behaviors for TD and HR children were observed depending
upon the play context (dramatic play and tub toy play). These data are shown in
Tables 4 and 5.
Table 4
Means and Standard Deviations for Types of Pragmatic Functions
Produced by Group

Functions

Typically Developing
Mean
SD

High risk
Mean
SD

Initiations-Total

45.25

14.03

29.0

13.51

Initiations-Verbal

43.25

15.35

23.33

9.42 *

Initiations-Nonverbal

2.25

.96

5.67

5.72

Responses-Total

53.25

18.37

29.67

13.25 *

Response-None

13.50

5.32

5.83

4.40 *

Response - Nonverbal

15.50

7.55

13.50

9.14
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Table 4 - Continued

Functions

Typically Developing
Mean
SD

High risk
Mean
SD

Response - 1 word

10.0

4.16

4.50

2.35 *

Response - Multiword

13.50

4.04

5.50

1.87 **

Response - Delayed

.75

.96

.33

.52

Repairs

10.0

5.60

12.50

9.67

Requests

15.75

8.46

15.5

9.95

Comments

35.75

9.74

15.33

3.5 **

Protests

12.0

5.60

7.0

2.19

Directing Behavior

5.25

5.44

3.83

2.79

Imitation

.25

.50

2.0

3.52

Yes/No

9.0

5.35

5.0

2.0

Comply

8.0

6.88

5.0

2.83

Humor/Tease

1.25

1.89

.5

.55

* = < .05, ** = < .01
Frequency Differences for Play Settings
Combined Play Settings. As hypothesized, statistically significant differences
occurred in the frequency of pragmatic behaviors produced by each group (see Table
4). Overall, the HR children produced significantly fewer verbal initiations [F (1, 9)
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= 6.622, p = .033] and total number ofresponses [F (1, 9) = 5.650, p = .045] than
their TD peers. The types ofresponses were significant in that HR children used
fewer multiword responses [F (1, 9) = 18.478, p = .003] and one word responses [F
(1, 9) = 7.306, p = .027]. Frequency differences were also statistically significant
with regard to the comment function which showed HR ·children producing fewer
comments overall [F (1, 9) = 23.125, p = .001]. Ofinterest was the finding that the
typically developing children had significantly more "no responses" than the high
risk group [F (1, 9) = 6.206, p = .037]. This finding was unexpected, as current
research on European American children suggests speech and language impaired
children are more likely to ignore the initiations ofothers (Rice, Sell & Hadley,
1991). In contrast, in the current study, the children in the HR group were more
responsive to the initiations ofothers than those in the TD group.
Tub Toys. Significant differences were found between TD and HR children
when play setting was accounted for (see Table 5). The majority ofdifferences were
found for HR children during tub toy play. High risk children, during tub toy play,
initiated (verbally and nonverbally) significantly less often [F (1, 9) = 13.908, p =
.006] and specifically verbal initiations were much lower than TD children [F (1, 9)

= 13.976, p = . 006]. In attempting to account for this difference, two variables were
considered. First, it was noted that during tub toy play, 45% ofthe high risk
children's interactions were with adults. The majority ofthese adults (36%) were of
a different race than the children. Secondly, the number ofcomments [F = (1, 9) =
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Table 5
Types of Pragmatic Functions Produced by Group Across Play Settings
High risk

Typically Developing

Tub Toy
Mean

Dramatic Play
Mean

Tub Toy
Mean

Dramatic Play
Mean

Initiations -Total

15.50

30.0

16.17

12.83 **

Initiations -Verbal

14.25

29.0

11.5

11.83 **

Initiations -Nonverbal

1.25

1.0

4.67

1.0

Responses -Total

26.25

27.0

14.17

15.15

Response -None

7.0

6.5

2.17 *

3.67

Response -Nonverbal

7.25

8.25

7.67

5.83

Response - 1 word

4.75

5.25

1.67 *

2.83

Response - Multiword

6.75

6.75

2.33 *

3.17

Requests

6.0

9.75

10.33

5.17

Comments

12.0

23.75

6.0 *

9.33 **

Protests

4.5

7.5

4.5

2.5 *

Directing Behavior

4.0

1.25

2.33

1.5

Yes/No

4.75

4.25

1.67 **

3.33

Comply

4.5

3.5

3.17

1.83

Functions

* = < .05, ** < = .01
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14.560, p = .005] and protests [F (1, 9) = 7.218, p = .028] used by HR children
during tub toy play was significantly less than their TD peers. The researchers
questioned whether the adult interaction, specifically adults of a different race,
reduced the number of communicative interactions as a result of language use
differences. However, no significant differences were found in adult talk to TD or
HR children in either play setting.
Dramatic Play. Significant differences between groups within the context of
dramatic play were also found. During dramatic play, typically developing children
produced more comments [F (1, 9) = 5.666, p = .045] and yes/no functions [F (1, 9) =
12.961, p = .007] than the high risk children. In addition, frequency differences were
found for various types of responses. Typically developing children used more one
word responses [F (1, 9) = 11.349, p = .010] and multiword responses [F (1, 9) =
5.844, p = .042]. Of interest was the finding that the TD children had more "no
responses" [F (1, 9) = 10.472, p = .012]. This was an unexpected outcome since
current research suggests language impaired children are more likely to ignore their
partner's initiations.
Pragmatic Competency Levels
The second research question focused on determining if differences existed
between groups (TD vs. HR) on the competency of using pragmatic behaviors during
interactions within the preschool classroom. Comparative analyses were conducted to
first examine the overall pragmatic competency levels exhibited by children who
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were TD and HR, and second to examine the competency levels exhibited by these
two groups in two different play contexts (dramatic play and tub toy play). These
data are shown in Figure 7 below.
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Figure 7. Mean Competency Scores for TD and HR Across Play Settings
Results indicated significant differences in the pragmatic competency scores
for the TD and HR groups. The total scores (tub toy+ dramatic play) were lower for
HR children than for TD children [F (1, 9) = 7.739, p = .024]. Play setting had mixed
results as the HR children scored lower than the TD children during tub toy play [F
(1, 9) = 8.505, p = .019] but scored similarly during dramatic play. The lower overall
score for both settings, however, may have been influenced by the significant
difference in tub toy play.
In addition, results showed that the TD children received significantly more
scores for facilitative communication (i.e., a score of 2 versus a 1 for attempt) than
their HR peers. These scores were consistent across play settings with TD children
scoring more two's for dramatic play [F (1, 9) = 6.246, p = .037] and tub toy play [F
(1, 9) = 9.151, p = .016].
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Summary
To summarize, the results of this study suggest that during tub toy and
dramatic play African American preschool children communicate with adults and
peers of the same or different race, use a variety of functions to express themselves,
repair communication breakdowns, and use a variety of nonverbal behaviors. No
significant differences were found in the number of different types of pragmatic
behaviors when comparing typically developing and high risk language groups.
However, significant differences in the frequency of behaviors observed did occur as
predicted. High risk children produced fewer initiations and responses. Multiword
and one word responses as well as the number of comments were also reduced for the
high risk group. One unexpected difference was found in this sample in that the
typically developing children had significantly more no responses than the high risk
children. Play setting differences showed that children in the HR group produced
fewer initiations, comments, and protests than their TD peers during tub toy play and
fewer comments, yes/no, one word and multiword responses during dramatic play.
Differences were found in the pragmatic competency levels of the typically
developing and high risk children. Scores from the Pragmatic Coding System
checklist revealed that the HR children had a lower overall score for their combined
play as well as a lower score for tub toy play alone. However, differences between
TD and HR children were not found for dramatic play. Finally, it was found that the
TD children had more facilitative communication (i.e., received a greater number of
2's) than their HR peers in both play settings.

CHAPTER V
DISCUSSION

This study examined the pragmatic behaviors of typically developing (TD)
and high risk (HR) African American preschool children. Data analyses were
completed for type and frequency of occurrence of verbal and nonverbal behaviors.
Quantification of pragmatic behaviors was also conducted to determine competency
levels. Data were analyzed by group (i.e., TD versus HR), interaction partner, and
play setting (i.e., dramatic versus tub toy play). A discussion of the results follows.
Types and Frequency of Pragmatic Behaviors
Function Types
Results of this study indicate that typically developing and high risk African
American preschool children communicate with a variety of partners through verbal
and nonverbal means to express a variety of functions. The majority of the functions
used by the children were comments, requests, and protests. The most frequently
used nonverbal behaviors were eye contact and hand gestures. No differences in the
types of behaviors exhibited were found between the TD and HR children. In
addition, play setting (dramatic versus tub toy play) did not show differences in the
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number of different types of pragmatic behaviors exhibited. Stockman's (1996)
study of African American children revealed that one language delayed subject
exhibited a deviant pattern of pragmatic behaviors in that he used functions that the
language normal children did not. This deviant pattern was not found in this study.
In addition, investigations of European Americans suggest that language impaired
children possess similar language abilities of children of a younger age. Results of
this study did not indicate language abilities of the HR children to be similar to those
of younger children since both groups (HR and TD) used the same types of pragmatic
behaviors.
Frequency of Pragmatic Functions
Other studies of European American children suggest that language impaired
children use the same types of pragmatic functions but differ in the frequency of use,
which suggests qualitative differences (Prutting & Kirchner, 1983). Frequency
differences were noted in that typically developing children used significantly more
verbal initiations, comments, protests, multiword and one word responses than their
HR peers. Similarities in types but with varying degrees of frequency can influence
an adult's perception of a child's competency level, as these differences are often
subtle. Rice (1993) and Rice, Sell, and Hadley (1991) mention this aspect stating that
often casual observers of their preschool see the children interacting and participating
together and that it is often difficult to discern which children are typically
developing and which are not.
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Research suggests that language delayed European American children are
more likely to initiate with adults, shorten or use nonverbal responses, ignore
initiations, and have their initiations ignored (Rice, Sell, & Hadley, 1991). In
Stockman's study of African American children, the one language delayed child
showed fewer initiations, used fewer and different functions than the typically
developing children but had a similar amount of responses. In addition, Williams
Crossen's (1998) study of tum-taking behaviors of typically developing African
American preschoolers showed a greater number of initiations to responses.
Comparisons of the results of this study with current research are discussed below.
Adult Interaction
Research has shown that language impaired European American children
initiate more with adults than their peers (Rice, Sell, & Hadley, 1991). In contrast to
this finding, children in the high risk group in this study did not interact more often
with adults than with peers. Overall, in both groups, approximately 33% of the
children's interactions were with adults. Play setting differences showed a higher
percent of adult interactions (45%) during tub toy play with the HR group and
slightly more adult interactions (37%) during dramatic play with the TD group.
Initiations
The high risk group in this study produced significantly fewer verbal
initiations, which is consistent with what is reported for language delayed European
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and African American children. With regard to the proportion of initiations to
responses, both groups of children, whether typically developing or high risk, showed
approximately equal ratios. Equal ratios, however, have typically been associated
with language normal European American children (Rice, Sell, & Hadley, 1991).
The finding of equal ratios in this study is also in contrast to Williams-Crossen's
(1998) study of typically developing African American preschoolers who produced
more initiations than responses.
It is important to note here that verbal and nonverbal initiations were assessed
by the Pragmatic Coding System (Hyter & Dodd, 1999). This was an improvement
over the tool used in the Williams-Crossen (1998) and Offord-Powell (1998) studies
(see Chapter 2). Despite the relatively infrequent use of nonverbal initiations found
in this sample, nonverbal communication behaviors should continue to be addressed
in future research within this population.
Responses
Although the proportion of initiations to responses were equal for both

groups,frequency differences existed between the TD and HR groups. The total
number of responses made by the high risk children were significantly less than their
typically developing peers. This finding is in contrast to Stockman's (1996) study of
a language impaired African American preschooler whose number of responses did
not differ from the language normal group. Regarding response types, it was found
that the HR children produced significantly fewer multiword responses, which is
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consistent with research on European American language impaired preschoolers
(Rice, et. al., 1991).
No Response
Of interest was the unexpected result that TD children had more "no
responses" than HR children did. This result contrasts with the finding by Rice et al.
(1991) that language impaired children were more likely to ignore initiations directed
to them. In attempting to account for this finding further analysis was conducted
which showed that the "no responses" occurred when the children were interacting
with same race peers and adults of another race. Often it appeared that the children
were simply distracted by environmental stimuli with the exception of one typically
developing female who appeared to chose to ignore her partner as in the following
example where she is playing with another typically developing female. The two
girls are playing face-to-face with Lego-type tub toys. Angie appears concentrated
on her "creation" (names are fictitious).
Angie:

"Look what I did (shows item)."

Desiree:

Partner looks briefly at toy and than says, "I know what we can
do! Take all the things apart and we can put em in here and act
like we making dinner."

Angie:

No response.

Desiree:

"Yeah Angie!"

Angie:

No response.
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Desiree:

"Okay?"

Angie:

No response.

Desiree :

"Okay. You take these things apart (demonstrates), put em in
here, and act like we making dinner."

Angie:

•
Shakes
head "no" but partner is not looking.

Desiree:

"Okay. Okay.
We gonna do something, okay?"
•

Angie:

No response.

Desiree:

"Okay. You put every yellow ... let me show you what you do.
You put every yellow into here, right? Okay?"

Angie:

No response.

Desiree:

"Like this Angie."

Angie:

No response.

Desiree:

"You watchin me Angie?"

Angie:

No response.

Desiree:

"You watchin me Angie?"

Angie:

Makes brief eye contact and nods head.

In this example it seems that several factors influence the number of no
responses. Angie appears to be more interested in her own play than in the
suggestions made by Desiree and chooses to ignore her. Desiree does not seem

..

sensitive to her partner's lack of response. She continues to repeat and
" rephrase her
suggestion until finally pressing her partner to respond. Unfortunately, this example
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does not fully explain why the typically developing children had more no responses
than their HR peers did.
Cultural/Linguistic Differences
Although the above example does not explain the reason for the greater
amount of no responses by the typically developing children, it does, however,
suggest a behavior that has roots in African American female culture. Toya Wyatt
(1995, 1999) indicated that she has observed emerging social interaction styles
among preschool females. The lack of response by Angie to Desiree's interaction
attempts may have also been an emerging social interaction behavior. There are times
when some African American women ignore the initiations of others, particularly
when an infraction has occurred (Yvette Hyter, personal communication, April 17,
2001) such as when Desiree did not acknowledge Angie's accomplishment but rather
began to direct her behavior. Angie is interesting in that in another situation where
an adult is trying to get her to clean up, she bumps her head. Angie then turns her
back to the adult and says, "I'm not gonna speak with you" thereby verbally
expressing what is nonverbally expressed when interacting with Desiree.
Other behaviors typically associated with African American culture were
observed as emerging. Three of the typically developing females had a few
occurrences of placing a hand on the hip and finger pointing. While Wyatt reports
findings of the use of specific discourse styles such as signifying, marking, and
playing the dozens in the speech of African American preschoolers, no evidence of
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these behaviors was found in this sample. It is possible that these skills were also just
emerging or that lower language abilities inhibit their use. It is also possible that this
particular cultural community does not participate in these discourse styles as
frequently as other communities.
Play Setting Differences
Differences in the frequency of functions were also noted across play settings.
During tub toy play, the TD children used more verbal initiations, comments, and
protests than the HR children. In attempting to account for these differences it was
observed that the HR children had a higher percentage of interactions with adults
than the TD children had. The majority of these interactions were with adults of a
differing culture. Research (Pefia & Quinn, 1997; Pefia, Iglesias & Quinn, 1992)
suggests that European American adults ask frequent questions and elicit more nouns
and labels from children. In contrast, Latino and African American adults ask more
true questions of children and elicit more comparisons, explanations, and nonverbal
responses. In addition, studies have shown that adults talk differently to children
depending on the type of play setting. In this sample, however, no differences in the
type of functions produced to TD or HR children across play settings were found.
Pragmatic Competency Scores
The use of the Pragmatic Coding System (PCS) checklist enabled the
researchers to identify a variety of pragmatic behaviors while accounting for play
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activity and communication partner. In addition, it provided quantification of the
pragmatic behaviors to assess competency. Results indicated that children who were
typically developing scored higher overall than the high risk children did. Play setting
differences were observed in that the TD children scored higher during tub toy play
than their HR peers but both groups scored similarly during dramatic play.
The finding that HR children scored lower than TD children during tub toy
play but similarly during dramatic play was unexpected. The researchers theorized
that since dramatic play skills place a heavier burden on language skills, children
with language impairments would demonstrate a greater disparity in competency
scores for dramatic play. Since the HR and TD children did not differ significantly
on play skill analysis, it was thought that other elements influenced this outcome.
Upon further analysis some observations came to light. Even though the HR children
frequently played alone within the dramatic play setting, it appeared that the setting
itself allowed for significantly more communicative interactions since often these
children were acted upon as part of the play scenario. For example, during dramatic
play John (name fictitious) is observed sitting alone at a small table within the
housekeeping center manipulating some play items. Another child approaches and
hands him a sandwich she made and says "Here you go dad." John responds by
examining the sandwich. As the play continues, John becomes the focus of attention.
Being the only male in the setting at the time he is assigned the role of "dad" and is
asked to choose who he wants to be the mom. Although John's responses are mainly
nonverbal (e.g., pointing, nodding), they are all facilitative communicative
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interactions and for each one he receives a score oftwo. In contrast, the tub toy play
setting is much different. While dramatic play themes do arise during this time they
are not as frequent. The objects ofplay, e.g., Legos, blocks, and stackable toys focus
the children's attention on the objects rather than on play schemes. In this type oflow
interactive play setting potentially language impaired children are less acted upon and
thus their number of communicative interactions is reduced. These findings concur
with previous research that show increased interactions among children in dramatic
play settings than other play settings (Pellegrini, 1984).
The implications ofthis finding suggest that a high interactive play setting
such as dramatic play would be preferable when using intervention techniques such
as scaffolding, modeling, and parallel talk. Acting out familiar play schemes
(cooking, serving, cleaning) while providing support may encourage later success as
these schemes were constant within this preschool classroom.
In addition to overall scores, further examination ofthe data revealed that TD
children had significantly more scores for facilitative communication (i.e., more
scores of2) than their HR peers. This result was noted for both play settings. This
finding suggests that typically developing children may be better able to use their
pragmatic skills in ways that strengthen and build communication than the HR
children.
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Pragmatic Categories
The reduced number of initiations, comments and protests suggest that the
HR children adopted a more passive communication role. Burrough's (1991) found
that typically developing African American children exhibited a higher percent of
responsive than assertive acts suggesting the possibility that African American
children typically are more responsive. In contrast, however, Stockman's (1996)
study suggested that the typically developing African American subjects initiated
more than the one language impaired child. The findings in the current study suggest
that typically developing African American preschoolers initiate more than their HR
peers do and that these children (the HR group) adopted a more passive role.
With regard to this more responsive role, the HR children in this study can be
said to fit into the three patterns of pragmatic deficits as described by Fey and
Leonard (1983). The first pattern describes those children who are generally
unresponsive. They are either unwilling or unable to initiate and maintain
communicative interactions. This pattern would describe three of the six high risk
children in the group. These children appeared shy and reluctant to interact with both
peers and adults with the majority of their interactions (63%) being responses. One of
the three however, appeared eager to be included in play scenarios but unable to fully
participate. He attempted to compensate by standing near his play partner and
anticipating her potential need for cooking utensils during dramatic play.
The second pattern described by Fey and Leonard (1983) reveals children
who are responsive but less assertive. Two other children in the HR group would be
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described as fitting this second pattern. These two boys did not appear shy or
reluctant. One of the boys seemed to prefer to play alone but engaged in solitary
dramatic play activities like cooking food on the stove and serving it to a nearby
adult. At one point both boys were engaged in a dramatic play "shoot em up"
scenario together with one boy initiating comments such as "POW, they dead. Let's
get outta here." and the other boy imitating both the behavior and the utterances.
Finally, the last boy in the HR category could be said to fit the third pattern
described by Fey and Leonard (1983) in that he resembled his TD peers. However,
although this child appeared to prefer to play alone, he demonstrated play skills
similar to those in the TD category (e.g., cooking for and serving "the baby;" making
noises that resembled food sizzling in the pan and water running in the sink). In
addition, he was the only subject to exhibit the use of negotiation to obtain a desired
object. The examples in these patterns reveals the heterogeneity of language
impaired children as discussed by Prutting and Kirchner (1987) and Fey and Leonard
(1983).
Limitations
Some of the limitations of this study were the small number of subjects and
the challenges inherent in using videotape in natural settings. In order to assess the
number of pragmatic behaviors addressed in this study, videotape was essential. The
difficulties in recording posed several problems. The background noise often made it
difficult to understand a child's utterances. Camera angles created limited views in
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that children engaged in spontaneous play frequently turned their back or moved
away from the camera. Finally, lighting changes obscured the image's details.
The fact that all of the children in the high risk group were males and all of
the children in the typically developing group were females is another limitation.
Differences in language skills could be attributed to gender differences although
group assignment was based on a valid analysis of language (i.e., BESS). Influences
of play differences could account for a decrease in the HR children's frequency and
competency levels of the pragmatic behaviors assessed as research shows differing
play preferences for boys and girls (Patterson & Westby, 1994). Male's preference
for manipulative play could have lessened the number of communicative interaction
opportunities.
Another limitation to this study is the assumption that behaviors not observed
in a natural setting are not present in the child's repertoire. Roth & Speckman (1984)
urge caution when analyzing results in these contexts and advocate using a
combination of spontaneous and evoked language samples. Obtaining evoked
samples on all of the subjects would not have been possible, however, due to time
restrictions.
As with pragmatic research of European Americans, similar difficulties in
African American pragmatic research exist. Researchers have different purposes for
their studies and subjects differ with regard to age, socioeconomic status, dialect use,
and exposure to the majority population. In addition, most of the current research
regarding African American children has focused on typically developing children,
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so only limited comparisons could be made. Specifically, Stockman's (1996) study,
while promising due to the occurrence of a language delayed subject, comparisons
are limited by the fact that there is only one subject. The most confounding problem,
however, is the number of functional categories described by various researchers.
These differences contribute to difficulties in making detailed comparisons between
the current literature.
Finally, it is believed that a more extensive training period should have been
employed in the use of the Pragmatic Coding System to gain a higher degree of
reliability. Also, the initial intent of the PCS was to be an assessment tool.
Unfortunately, the number of pragmatic behaviors it assesses as well as the unit of
analysis (i.e., communicative interactions as defined by the Initiation/Response
Feedback Loop) limits its present use to research. Efforts to create a more diagnostic
friendly version are anticipated. Determining which aspects of the PCS aid in the
description of African American pragmatic behaviors and which are predictive of
potential impairment are issues for further research.
Clinical Implications
Care should be taken when assessing culturally and linguistically diverse
children. Results from this study of African American preschoolers suggest that the
number of no responses in a child's language sample may not be indicative
of
'
disorder. Also, when assessing children in a natural setting, a variety of play
situations should be considered as children in this study differed significantly in the
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frequency of pragmatic behaviors and competency levels during tub toy play but not
during dramatic play.
Results of this study suggested that high risk African American preschoolers
initiate and respond less often than their typically developing peers. This reduction
in quantity does not afford sufficient practice of language skills by children who may
need it most. Therefore, when working with children who are high risk, adults
should attempt to manipulate varying contexts and communication partners during
play in order to facilitate increased interactions among peers. In addition, the fact
that high risk children in this study differed significantly during tub toy play but not
during dramatic play suggests that more effort may be needed on the part of the adult
to promote interaction during this type of low interactive play setting. The dramatic
play setting may be a better context for facilitating language skills due to the higher
degree of interaction.
Further Research
Studies should continue to explore the language form, content, and use of
African Americans. Accurate descriptions of these language features will provide
speech-language clinicians a foundation on which to assess children with potential
impairments. Care should be taken to include both verbal and nonverbal behaviors in
pragmatic investigation as research suggests that uses of nonverbal behaviors differ
between African Americans and European Americans (Battle, 1996). Socioeconomic
status differences should be addressed within this population as well. Also, attempts
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should be made to unify terminology so that comparisons can be made across studies.
In addition, culturally sensitive assessment tools should continue to be developed as a
means to accurate assessment of these children.
Studies suggest that language use differences exist between CLD populations
and that these differences contribute to the poor performance of African Americans
on standardized assessments when compared with European Americans. More
research is needed to support these claims and how to effect changes to minimize this
impact. In fact, some researchers not only advocate for continued research and the
development of non-biased assessments but they also believe that tools need to be
developed that identify language normal children who are academically at risk due to
cultural and linguistic differences within the mainstream education setting (Pefia,
Quinn, & Iglesias, 1992). Although this idea may be controversial, the speech
language pathologist appears uniquely qualified to facilitate improved
communication strategies within the classroom.

Appendix A
Pragmatic Taxonomies
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of a pragmatic protocol with n�rmal
Klecan-Aker, J., & Swank, P. (1988). The use
tion Disorders, 21, (1), 85-102. With
preschoo l children. Journal of Communica
permission from Elsevier Science.
Name
Date

Address
Telephone __ School

Function

Receptive

Zip

Expressive Response·

Materials

GREETING Who's leaving? Hi. __
Bye. __
How are you? __
Waving __
See you later. __
LABELING Show me
boy. __
Show me
ball. __
Show me
dog. __
Show me
sleeping.

Picture of boy
leaving
Object-stuffed
animal

Who do you see? __ Pictures
boy
ball
What do you see?__
dog
boy sleeping
What do you see? __
party
What is he doing? __

Show me party. What is
happening? __
DESCRIPTION

Which one is
What color is this? __ Pictures
red? __
yellow cup
red car
Which one is
This bear is little.
big? __
blue car
Which one is in This bear is __
boy in the
the box? __
box
Which one do
you drink
from? __

Where is the ball? __
What do you drink
from? __

boy out of
the box
3 sizes of
bears

REVISION

Say that again (2) __
What did you say?
t2) __
Huh? (2) __

AFFIRMATION/ Do you
like
;'o!EGATION
cookies?

paper and
Will you color the
crayon
picture? __
ball
ls this a balP __
box} objects
Can you open the
dog
door? __
Do you like spankings?
Will you put the ball in
the box?
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APPENDLX

Pragmatic Protocol

NAME: --------------

Co�IMUNICATIVE

SETTING OBSERVED

Communicative act

Appropriate

DATE:--------,----

--°
COMMUNICATIV
E PARTNEJ\ S
RELATIONSHIP __________
_

Inappropriate

No opportunit11
to obserce

Examples
and
comments

Verbal uspects

A. Speech acts
1. Speech act pair
analysis
2. Variety of
speech acts
B. Topic
3. Selection
4. Introduction
5. Maintenance
6. Change
C. Tum taking
7. Initiation
8. Response
9. Repair/revision
10. Pause time
11. Interruption/
overlap
12. Feedback to
speakers
13. Adjacency
14. Contingency
15. Quantity/
conciseness
0. LelCical selection/
use across speech
acts

16. Specificity/
accuracy
17. Cohesion
E. Stvlistic variations
18. · The varying of
communicative
stvle

Paralinguistic aspects

F. Intelligibility and
prosodics
19. Intelligibility
20. Vocal intensity
21. Vocal quality
22. Prosody
23. Fluency

Xonverbal aspects

G. Kenesics and
proxemics
24. Physical
proximity
25. Physical
contacts
26. Body posture
27. Foot/leg and
hand/arm
movements
28. Gestures
29. Facial
elCpression
30. Eye gaze

Prutting, C. A., & Kirchner, D. (1987). A clinical appraisal ofthe pragmatic aspects
oflanguage. Journal of Speech and Hearing Disorder, 52, 105-119.
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Definitions for Communicative Parameters Assessed Using the Pragmatic Protocol
VERBAL ASPECTS

Speech act pair analysis

9 6·

The ability to take both speaker and listener role appropriate to the context. Types: Directive/

compliance-personal need, imperatives, permissions, directives, question directives, and hints.

Query/response-request for confirmation, neutral requests for repetition, requests for specific
constituent repetition. Request/response-direct requests, inferred requests, requests for
clarification, acknowledgment of request for action. Comment/acknowledgment-description of
ongoing activities; of immediate subsequent activity; of state or condition of objects or person;
naming; acknowledgments that are positive, negative, expletive, or indicative.

Examples: Appropriate behaviors: Initiates directives, queries, and comments; responds to directives by complying; respon.ds to
queries; responds appropriately to requests; and acknowledges comments made by the speaker. Appropriate behavior can be verbal
or nonverbal as in the case of taking appropriate action to a directive or request. Inappropriate behaviors: Does not initiate
directives, queries, and comments; does not respond to directives, requests, or queries by the speaker; and does not use
acknowledgm ents made by the speaker either nonverbally or verbally.
References: (Austin, 1962; Gallagher, 1977; Garvey, 1975; Mitchell-Kernan & Kernan, 1977; Searle, 1969).
The variety of speech acts or what one ·can do with language such as comment, assert, request,
promise, and so forth.
Examples: Appropriate behaviors: The partner shows both appropriate use of and diversity in the number of different speech acts he
can accomplish. Inappropriate behaviors: The partner shows inappropriate use or a reduced range of different speech acts he or she
can use (e.g., a particular child whose productive repertoire is restricted to requests for objects with no other observed speech aat
types).
References: (Austin, 1962; Mitchell-Kernan & Kernan, 1977; Searle, 1969).
Variety of speech acts

Topic
The selection of a topic appropriate to the multidimensional aspects of context.
a. Selection
Introduction of a new topic in the discourse.
b. Introduction
Coherent maintenance of topic across the discourse.
c. Maintenance
d. Change
Change of topic in the discourse.
Examples: Appropriate behaviors: The speaker/listener is able to make relevant contributions to a topic, is able to make smooth
changes in topic at appropriate times in the discourse, is able to select appropriate topics for discussion given the context and
participants, and is able to end discussion of a topic at an appropriate place in the discourse. Inappropriate behaviors: The
introduction of too many topics within a specified time limit, the inability to initiate new topics for discussion, the inability to select
appropriate topics for discussion given the context and participants, and the inability to make relevant contributions to a topic.·
Inability to maintain topic may frequently co-occur with high frequency of new topic introductions.
References: (Bloom, Rocissano, & Hood, 1976; Brinton & Fujuki, 1984; Ervin-Tripp, 1979; Keenan, 1977; Keenan & Schieffelin, 1976).
Turn taking
a. Initiation
b. Response
c. Repair/revision
d. Pause time
e. Interruption/overlap
f. Feedback to listener

Smooth interchanges between speaker/listener.
Initiation of speech acts.
Responding as a listener to speech acts.
The ability to repair a conversation when a breakdown occurs, and the ability to ask for a repair
when misunderstanding or ambiguity has occurred.
Pause time that is too short or too long between words, in response to a question, or between
sentences.

Interruptions between speaker and listener; overlap refers to two people talking at once.
Verbal behavior to give the listener feedback such as yeah and really; nonverbal behavior such as
head nods to show positive reactions and side to side to express negative effects or disbelief.
_'
g. Adjacency
Utterances that occur immediately after the partner s utterance.
Utterances that share the same topic with a preceding utterance and that add information to the
h. Contingency
prior communicative act.
The contribution should be as informative as required but not too informative.
i. Quantity/conciseness
Examples: In all of the above categories, appropriate and inappropriate behavior is judged in relationship to both speaker and
listener in the dyad. Appropriate behaviors: Initiating conversation and responding to comments made by the speaker, asking for
clarification when a portion of the message is misunderstood and revising one's own message to facilitate understanding, avoiding
interrupting or talking before the other partner is finished, giving feedback to the speaker as a way of moving the conversation
forward, appropriate length of pauses in the conversation to support timing relationships in the conversation, and making comments
relevant and informative. Inappropriate behaviors: Little initiation in the conversation forcing one partner to take the burden of
moving the conversation forward, no response of inappropriate responses to requests for clarification by the partner, no attempt to
ask for repair, long pauses that interrupt timing relationships in the conversation, pause time that is too short and results in overlap
or interruptions, little or no feedback to the speaker, and inability to produce comments that are relevant and informative.
References: (Bloom et al., 1976; Brinton, Fujuki, Loeb, & Winkler, 1986; Duncan & Fiske, 1977; Ervin-Tripp, 1977; Ervin-Tripp,
1979; Gaf!agher, 1977; Grice, 1975; Keenan, 1977; K,eenan &"Klein, 1975; Keenan & Schieffelin, 1976; Sacks,.Schegloff, & Jefferson,
1978).
Lexical selection/use
Lexical items of best lit considering the text.
Specificity/Accuracy
Examples: Appropriate behaviors: The ability to be specific and make appropriate lexical choices to clearly convey information in
the discourse. Inappropriate behaviors: Overuse of unspecified referents that results in ambiguity of the message. Also includes
inappropriate choice of lexical items that do not facilitate understanding.
References: (Prutting & Kirchner, 1983).

Prutting, C. A., & Kirchner, D. (1987). A clinical appraisal of the pragmatic aspects
of language. Journal of Speech and Hearing Disorder, 52, 105-119.
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.

.

.
.Specifying relationships between and ,icrqss speech acts·· •
<
. . .. · . ·..
The recognizable unity or connectedness of text Types: Reference-semantic relation whereby
Cohesion
'
the· .information needed for interpretation ?of some· iterri is found elsewhere in the text.
Substitution-cohesive bond is established by the use of substitute item of the same · grammatical
class, J!:llipsis-substitution by zero and refers to sentences or clauses whose structure is such· as·
to presuppos� the missing informatioit. Conjunction-logical relation between clauses. Lexical
·
cohesion-achieved through vocabulary selection.
Examples: Appropriate behaviors: Relatedness and unity in the discourse. One is able .to follow the conversation, and the ideas are
expressed in a logical and sequential way. Inappropriate behaviors: A conversation is disjointed, and utterances do not appear to be
related in a logical al)d sequential fashion. One is unable to follow the line of thinking expressed by the speaker, frequently
r�sl!lting in misinterpretation and ambiguity.
" References: (Halliday & Hassan, 1976; ·Keenan & Klein, 1975; Lahey & Launer, 1986).
.
Adaptations .used by the speaker under various dyadic conditions (e.g., polite forms, different
Stylistic variances
· . ·
syntax, changes in vocal quality).
. .
J;:xamples: Appropriate hehaviors: The ability tp adjust speech style. to·- the
between
· listel).er. Inappropriate behaviors: Mismatch
·styfe and· status of listener or no difference when required.
·
· References: (Sachs & Devin, 1976; Shatz & Gelman, 1973),
.PARALINGU1ST1C ·ASPECTS
The exh;nt to _._,hich the m�ssage is unp�rst�od.
·-lntelli.gibility
The loudness or softness of tl1e message:·· ·
Vocal inten·sity
The resonance and/or laryngeal characteristics of the vocal tract. ·
Vocal qua1ity
.
Prosody ,
. -The int\mation and stress patterns of the message; variations of loudness, pitch, and duration.
The smooth11ess, consistency, and rate of the message,
Fluency.
.
. of
Examples: Appropriate behaviors: Speech that is clear; not too loud or too soft; appropriate in quality; . and shows appropriate use
ihtona�on, stress, and pitch to support the communicative/linguistic iptention of tlie ri,essage. Inappropriate behaviors: Speech that ·
;,:. so \m'clean,s to re�ult in frequent misinterpretatiors of _the messager speecb that is too lpud oi: foq soft1 a quality·ot speech that is
inappropriate
to age or sex .of speaker and interferes with .communication;
an. 'd. the lack of prosodic variation ilia�• supports affect and
°
.
.
.
..
· ' .
'
th'e. Ji nguistk aspects of the message. . . ' ; . :.. .
·
.. . ;·
.
')ief�re. .pces: (Din16i;;, & Fiske, 1977: Scherer ix Ekman, 198,2).
I ,•

Nc:iNVERBAL ASPECTS
Physical pr�ximity.
Physical contact,!
Body p<istu·re

The distance ·that the s�ak�; and listener sft or stand from one another.
The number of times and placement of contacts between speaker and J.istener.
Forward· lean is when · the speaker or listener moves away from · a 90-degree angle toward the
side to
other person; recline is slouching (\own from waist and. moving.· away from the partner;
· ·
. .
, .., .. · :
. :'
•side is ,when a person moves to the ·ngr(f orleft: .
.
. .· .
.. ·
.
Fo<it/Je'g and h�nd/arm
Any movement of the foot/leg or 'hand/aim (touching self or m·oving an object or touching part of
' the body; clothing, or selO.
! ... ;
.
"movements
. .
.• Any movements that.support, complement, or replace verbal behavior.
Gestures·
.
.
Facial expression
A ·positive expression as in the comers .(lf the .mouth turne\l upward; a negative expression is a
cjownward tun\; a nt)utral expitlssion is the face in resting position.
Qne looks clii-ectly-at.the other'dace;' miitu;,l gazi, ls'w\ien both members of the dyad.look at the
Eye gaze
·
·
· ·· ·
·
, .. ·; .� · · ,. .., · ·: : · ·._.
other·•· · · ·
·
··· ·· ·
· :
-' · ·
· · ··
Examples: Appropriate behavio�s:· Use �f nonv.erb�l aspects of co.:Omuniition that demonstrate level of. affiliatioq between partners,
aid in regµlating discourse turns, .and. may supplemi,nt or support linguf�tic aspects of.the message. Inappropriate behaviors: Use of
nonverbal aspects that interfere with interpersonal/social aspects of commun.iCJ1tion; behaviors
that detract
from the content of the
.
. ..
. .. ' . .
.
.
..
. ,. . '
. . ..
messag'e raµ>er thap �'!PPOrt and regulate discourse. .
. ..
Refere11ces: (Craig & Gallagher, 1982; Duncan & Fiske, 1977; Feldman, 1982; Hoffer & St. Clair, 1981; Scherer & Ekman, 1982;
·
Von Ra�er•Engel, }980).
·
)'

•

Prutting, C. A., & Kirchner, D. (1987). A clinical appraisal of the pragmatic aspects
of language. Journal of Speech and Hearing Disorder, 52, 105-119.
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Head Start Poverty Guidelines
Size of Family Unit
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
For each additional person, add:
From http://www.headstartinfo.org

48 Contiguous States and D.C.
$8,350
11,250
14,150
17,050
19,950
22,850
25,750
28,650
2,900

Appendix C
Protocol Clearance From the Human Subjects
Institutional Review Board
(Parental Consent Form)
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Cnaries 1, Jr.=·::�, :..Jr•c;1.,ac;c. 5ceec "" ar,c r-1ear,r,g c:,r.,c

Western Michigan University
Department of: Speech Pathology and Audiology
Principal Investigator: Yvette D. Hyter•. Ph.0., CCC-SLP
Student Investigator: Jennifer Dodd, B.S.
My child has been invited to participate in a project called, "Social Communicative Behaviors of
Preschool and Primary Children." The purpose of this project is to determine the types of social
communication behaviors typically used by preschool and primary children during everyday
classroom activities. In addition, this ;,roject will fulfill requirements for !he student
investigator's master's degree.
My consent for my.: child to participate in this project means that my child will be observed and
videotaped during typical daily classroom activities. The observations of my child will last only
one hour. My child will be free at any time, even during the observation, to choose not to be
observed - to choose not to participate. If my child refuses to be observed or quits, there will be
no negative effect on his or her school programming.
I will provide some minimal background information on my child's communication skills by
completing a short questionnaire. Also, my child's teacher will provide the researchers with
some minimal information about my child's communication skills in their classroom. All
observation results and information on the questionnaires will remain confidential. That means
my child's name will not be on any of the forms or the videotape, and a code number will be
used to refer to the information collected from my child. The investigator will keep a master list
with the ages and ethnicity of the children and the corresponding code numbers. Once the data
are collected and analyzed, the investigator will shred the master list. All other forms and
videotapes �ill be kept in a locked file cabinet in the office of Yvette D. Hyter for a period of
three years. If the results are published or reported at a professional meeting, the data will be
grouped data; that is, no single child's results will be shared. The results of 60 children will be
grouped together and then shared; therefore, my child's corrummication skills wi!l not be
identifiable through that data.
The only potential risks to my child are those typically associated with visitors in the classroom.
In other words, my child may feel like be or she is being watched and may experience mild
discomfort at the thought of being observed. If my child exhibits discomfort at being observed
or indicates that he or she does not want to be observed, the investigator will discontinue
observations immediately. If I perceive that my child is experiencing discomfort by being
observed I \\ill ask the investigator to discontinue observations immediately and she will do so.
As in all research. there may be unforeseen risks to my child. If an accidental injury occurs
while my child is being observed, appropriate emergency measures will be taken; however, no
compensation or rreatment will be made available to me or my child except as otherwise stated in
this conse�t form.
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I may also withdraw my child from this study at any time without any negative effect on services
to my child. If I have any questions or concerns about this study, I may contact Yvette D. Hyter
at 616-387-8025 or Jennifer Dodd at 616-336-8567. I may also contact the chair of the Human
Subjects Institutional Review Board at 387-8293 or the vice president for research at 387-9298
with any concerns that I have.
This consent docwnent has been apl)roved ior use for one year by the Human Subjects
Institutional Review Board as indicated by the stamped date and signature of the board chair in
the upper right comer of both pages of this document. Families should not sign this document if
the comers of both pages do not have a stamped date and signature.
My signature below indicates that I, as parent or guardian, can and do give my permission for
_____________ to be observed and videotaped for one hour in his or her
Child's name

classroom during typical classroom activities.

Date

Signature
Consent obtained
by:

Initials of researcher

Date

Appendix D
Adult Participant Consent Form
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Department of Sceech Pathology ano Audiology
Charles VanRiper Language. Speech and Hearing Clinic
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.• .

. . · · ,~
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. . .,.

Kalamazoo. Michigan 49008-3825
616 387-8045
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WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSllY

I _____________ give my permission to be videotaped if necessary to
assist in the research being conducted by Jennifer Dodd, a graduate student of the Department of
Speech Pathology and Audiology at Western Michigan University under the supervision of Dr.
Yv.ette D. Hyter. I understand that I will only be videotaped if a child who is being videotaped
interacts with me or I choose to interact with the child during videotaping. I also understand that
this research is intended to study the social language skills of children and that my part of the
interaction will in no way be analyzed as part of the research. Further, I understand that my

name will not be included as a participant in the study.

Signature

Date

.:;·aouate ?·;,grar-; .:.::reoi:i': :y Educauonal Standaros Boare. .>.merican Soeec:c•La��uage-Hearing Assoc:ation
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Pragmatic Coding System
Subject# __ Video Tape# __ Activity ___ Judge _______
Pragmatic Component
& Contextual
Information
Plav Partner
Adult - same culture
Adult - other culture
Peer - same culture
Peer- other culture
Parent
Type
Initiation
Response
Functions
Request
Comment
Protest
Direct Behavior
Repair
Imitation
Yes/No
Comply
Humor/fease
Signifying
Marking
Playing the Dozens
Denying/Negating
Nonverbal
Facial Expression
Head Movement
Body Movement/Posture
Hand Movement
Eye gaze
Other Comments

1

2

3

Interaction Se2ment Number
4
5
6
7
8
9 10

11

12

13

I

Pragmatic Skill Score

Notes

Subtotal I

Scoring:
Keys:

Response:
Repair:

Facilitative = 2

Attempt = 1

Non-facilitative = 0

1 = one word M = multiword
NV = nonverbal D = delayed
E = with emphasis
R = repetition
P = rephrase

© Hyter & Dodd, 1999

O = none
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Pragmatic Coding System
Subject#_ Video Tape# 2_ Activity
Pragmatic Component
& Contextual
Information
Plav Partner
Adult - same culture
Adult - other culture
Peer - same culture
Peer- other culture
Parent
Tvpe
Initiation
Response
Functions
Request
Comment
Protest
Direct Behavior
Repair
Imitation
Yes/No
Comply
Humor/fease
Signifying
Marking
Playing the Dozens
Denying/Negating
Nonverbal
Facial Expression
Head Movement
Body Movement/Posture
Hand Movement
Eye gaze
Other Comments
Pragmatic Skill Score

Notes

Scoring:
Keys:

Response:
Repair:

I

✓

2

✓

NV ✓
✓

"¼ 6

Judge

Interaction See:ment Number
4
6
7
8
9 10
5

3

✓ ✓ ✓

✓
✓

rJv

(j

✓

Yr'\

l

✓

v

.✓

WI

IIV NV

v

V

✓

V

v

✓

I

l

°'C :3"'�

✓

✓

13

✓

✓

✓

J 0 J

Q..\..

\{ �

v

✓

8-.

:}..

✓ V

✓

�
<. !a.
\)
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Appendix F
Videotaped Session Date per Subject
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Videotape Dates per Subject
Subject Number

Dramatic Play

Tub Toy Play

2

12/10/99

12/14/99 and 1/5/00

3

12/8/99

12/13/99 and 12/14/99

4

12/5/99

12/14/99

5

12/9/99

12/7/99 and 12/13/99

6

1/6/00

1/10/00

7

12/13/99 and 12/14/99

1/11/00

8

12/10/99

1/5/00

9

12/1/99

1/5/00 and 1/6/00

10

12/1/99

12/13/99

11

12/14/99

12/13/99

12

12/1/99

12/9/99 and 1/10/00

Appendix G
Teacher Report Form
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Student Information -Teacher Questionnaire

Thank you completing this questionnaire for the children you determined were typically
functioning in your classroom. It would be helpful to the principal investigator if the following
information could be supplied regarding the selected children. If there are any questions that you
do not want to answer please leave them blank.
. vour c assroom.
Please check the response that vou tiee1 best descn"bes thiSChild m
Mostly Yes Sometimes
This child's speech is easy to understand.
This child is able to understand questions that are
asked of him or her.
This child is able to express his or her wants and needs
in the classroom setting.
This child talks as well as his or her peers.
This child gets along well with his or her peers.

MostlvNo

Appendix H
Language Scores, Play Levels, Teacher Report, and Pragmatic
Competency Scores per Subject
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Language Analysis and Pragmatic Competency Scores for all Subjects
Subject
#

Age

Total
Teacher
Total
Gender BESS MLU
Different
Report
Number
Score
words
Words

Play
Level

Total
Pragmatic
Score

Dramatic
Play
Score

Tub
Toys
Score

TYPICALLY DEVELOPING GROUP

2

4:3

F

7.64

5.66

256

112

3

4.95

222

94

128

3

5:0

F

7.78

5.42

257

118

3

4.3

128

84

44

8

4:0

F

6.72

4.62

212

90

2.5

3.3

134

32

102

9

3:10

F

6.38

5.18

226

116

3

3.9

159

64

95

IDGH RISK GROUP

4

4:1

M

5.68

4.5

207

102

1.8

4.25

89

46

43

6

4:5

M

NIA

3.78

32

23

2

2.95

73

54

50

7

4:5

M

NIA

5.32

105

51

2.5

3.45

104

35

38

10

3:4

M

4.58

4.06

191

92

1.4

3.45

83

42

41

11

4:0

M

NIA

3.98

148

69

1.2

3.5

153

87

66

12

4:5

M

4.12

4.12

194

94

1

2.96

89

34

55
......
......
w
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